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1.

Introduction

1.1.

Project Overview

The Sydney Metro is Australia’s biggest public transport project. The metro project currently
consists of:




Stage one is the Sydney Metro Northwest, formerly the North West Rail Link,
connecting the north western suburbs of Sydney, through to Chatswood.
Stage two is the City & South West project linking Chatswood through to Sydenham.
Stage three includes the upgrade of the existing rail line between Sydenham and
Bankstown.

Figure 1 shows the proposed Sydney Metro project and stages.
Figure 1: Sydney Metro Project

1.2.

Purpose of this Plan

The purpose of this Construction Traffic Management Plan (CTMP): MARTIN PLACE SOUTH
DEMOLITION STAGE 2 is to detail the requirement for the closure of a section of Martin Place
between the top of the stairs located within the Martin Place Shopping Circle and Castlereagh
Street on the surface area of the plaza. This plan will set out the traffic management initiatives
that will be deployed to minimise disruption to and ensure the safety of the wide range of
stakeholders potentially affected by the works, including but not limited to: motorists,
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pedestrians; cyclists; public transport users, local residents and property owners; business
owners; and workers/staff engaged on the Project.

1.3.

CTMP indicative timings

The Martin Place South works consist of three overall phases of works:
1. Demolition phase
2. Shaft excavation including adit construction
3. Platform breakthrough to existing Martin Place station
The Martin Place South staging for the demolition works will consist of the following:
1. Closure of Exit 7 stairs contained with the Tiffany building ground level (Martin Place
bar) area which provides access/ egress to Martin Place and train station and closure
of the stairwell from Exit 6 between Castlereagh Street and Elizabeth Street. The Martin
Place shopping circle area will remain open with hoarding to be placed in front of the
closed shops. The existing street furniture on Martin Place will be removed prior to the
stairway closures. Implemented 30th April 2018.
2. Maintain the Stage 1 closure area and place hoarding on the surface of Martin Place
in front of the Exit 6 stairs on the Castlereagh Street side. Hoarding to be installed
within the shopping circle subway section restricting access to one side. Pedestrian
access adjacent to Macquarie Building and the passageway adjacent to the enclosed
hoarding next to the Tiffany Building demolition works will be retained. Utilities works
associated with the communications routes will be undertaken initially then the laydown
area will be implemented. To be implemented May 2018 subject to CTMP approval –
THIS PLAN
3. Maintain the Stage 1 exit closures and Stage 2 subway closures, close the passageway
adjacent to the enclosed hoarding (39 Martin Place) and retain the pedestrian path
adjacent to Macquarie Bank. Implemented September 2018 through to end of TSE
works.
4. Pedestrian subway connection maintained but moved to facilitate work area
Individual CTMP will be submitted for each of the stages detailed above.

2.

Locality and existing conditions

Martin Place work sites consist of two distinct work sites:



Martin Place South – Tiffany’s building at 39 Martin Place
Martin Place South – shopping circle area located between Elizabeth Street and
Castlereagh Street.

The two sites are shown in Figure 2 below in red.
Figure 2: Martin Place sites
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2.1.

Martin Place

Martin Place is classed as a plaza which falls under the care and control of the City of Sydney
council. It commences at Macquarie Street and ceases at George Street. Vehicle access to
Martin Place is limited to vehicles authorised for access during approved hours.
The existing pedestrian thoroughfare area on the northern side is approximately 7, whilst the
southern side is approximately 4m wide due to the installation of enclosed hoarding under the
Tiffany’s Building Demolition CTMP.

2.2.

Martin Place Train Station

There are numerous train station exits and these are shown in Figure 3 and are detailed below:






Exit 1 is located on the southern side of Martin Place between Phillip Street and Macquarie
Street and is an east facing stair exit connected to Exit 2;
Exit 2 is located on the southern side of Martin Place between Phillip Street and Macquarie
Street and is a west facing stair exit connected to Exit 1
Exit 3 is located on the northern side of Martin Place between Phillip Street and Macquarie
Street and is a west facing stair exit
Exit 4 is the lift (disabled access) on the northern side of Martin Place between Phillip Street
and Macquarie Street.
Exit 5 are the stairs located on Martin Place to the east of Elizabeth Street and also
captures the Colonial Centre exit to the north of the station and shopping area. For ease
of separation this CTMP has adopted the naming convention of Exit 5 being the stairs to
Elizabeth Street and the escalators/ stairs/ lift to the Colonial Centre as the Colonial Centre
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Exit 6 is the exit which connects Martin Place train station to the stairs between Elizabeth
and Castlereagh streets, the MLC Centre and the remaining exit to the west of Castlereagh
Street. The shopping circle stairs which connect to the surface area of Martin Place were
closed on the 30th April 2018. All other exits serviced by Exit 6 remain in operation.
Exit 7 is the stair exit adjacent to the Tiffany’s building which was closed 30th April 2018.

Figure 3 Martin Place Train Station Exit points

3.

Planning documents

The Martin Place Station site has been the subject of a number of planning documents
including:



The Environmental Impact Statement for the City and Southwest project
Planning Approval and

This section of the CTMP highlights the original EIS requirements regarding pedestrian
management and the components of the approved project.

3.1.

EIS Proposal

The Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) for the Project was released in May 2016. This
document assessed the potential impact on traffic and transport during the construction stage
of the Project. It described the existing traffic and transport environment and identified the
potential nature and extent of impacts to traffic and transport services. Measure to address the
potential impacts were described in Technical paper 1 – Traffic and transport.
The original proposal for passenger and commuter management as noted in the EIS was:




The existing underground pedestrian concourse between Castlereagh and Elizabeth
streets and the associated connection to Martin Place would be closed during these
cut and cover works
The above would result in additional pedestrians using the pedestrian crossing facilities
at Castlereagh and Elizabeth streets. There is sufficient pedestrian storage space
within Martin Place to accommodate these additional peak pedestrian movements.
The pedestrian access points which would be closed during this construction period
are shown in Figure 4 below.
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Figure 4 EIS Martin Place Station construction pedestrian access arrangements

The subway alternative route for pedestrian use as defined in the EIS was shown as using the
Tiffany building demolition site as noted in Figure 5 below.

Figure 5 EIS alternative pedestrian and cyclist route
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3.2.

Approved project

The approved project for the Martin Place station area includes:






3.3.

A northern entry via a pedestrian plaza opening to Castlereagh, Hunter and Elizabeth
streets
A future northern entry via an underground pedestrian connection below Hunter Street
to O’Connell Street and/ or Bligh Street (subject to future development of the site)
A southern entry via a pedestrian plaza opening to Martin Place and Castlereagh Street
New underground pedestrian link between the existing suburban Martin Place Station
platforms and the metro station platforms
Closure of existing access and egress points, including the underground connections
to the west of Elizabeth Street from Martin Place to the underground concourse
connection to the existing Martin Place station.

Discussions during tender

It should be noted that since the release of the EIS a number of changes have occurred at the
Martin Place site impacting on the original proposal for management of pedestrians including
retention of the existing subway connection between Martin Place Rail Station and the MLC
Centre located on the western side of Castlereagh Street.
Further changes were also agreed with TfNSW during the tender phase which included the
staged demolition of Tiffany building basement to provide a connection between the new metro
rail line and Martin Place, thus removing the opportunity to providing any pathway through the
site as shown in Figure 5.

4.

Stage 2A - Site operations utilities

Duration:
Timing:

4.1.

20 shifts
July 2018

Works Required

Similar to the 20-way relocation described in the Sydney CBD Utility Works CTMP
(SMCSWTSE-JCG-SMP-TM-PLN-002280), there are various communications assets
required to be relocated (Telstra, TPG, Optus, Vocus and Verizon) The works involve the
installation of six new 100mm conduits along the western footpath of Elizabeth Street between
39 Martin Place (Tiffany’s building) towards 50 Martin Place (Macquarie building). Adjacent to
50 Martin Place, the conduits will go into the void and exit at the north-eastern corner of
Castlereagh Street. Access into the void will be from Shopping circle area within Martin Place.
A trench will then continue across to the western side of Castlereagh Street. A new pit will be
constructed immediately adjacent to 38-46 Martin Place. Four new conduits will be installed
along the western footpath of Castlereagh Street. Refer to Figure 6 below (note that Figure 6
does not include the road crossing works).
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Trench

Figure 6 Works locations

Due to the extensive amount of concrete in the area, a significant amount of jackhammering is
required. To minimise the impact on the local community and reduce the overall duration, the
hammering works will be undertaken on dayshift and removal of the spoil, conduit installation
and backfill will be undertaken on nightshift.
Work sites will be required on Martin Place at the eastern end adjacent to Elizabeth Street and
on the western side of Castlereagh Street, refer to Figure 6. The footpath along both Elizabeth
Street and Castlereagh Street will have a section blocked off for 8m x 3.2m (internal widths) .
The south western corner of the Castlereagh Street work site is where the conduits are
required to be placed into an existing communications pit. This pit is set back from the kerb,
refer to Figure 7 and would require an extended (depth not length) work site. Alternatively, the
work site could be removed around the pit providing approximately 1.5m of space where
pedestrians could traverse.
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Figure 7: communications pit on south western work site

Works will be carried out simultaneously on Castlereagh and Elizabeth streets, as shown in
Appendix 1. Works will commence at the northern end of Martin Place. Where works will impact
on the north south access, specifically along Elizabeth Street pedestrians will be managed
through the adjacent kerb side lane closure.
Vehicle access will be required for plant delivery/ removal. Spoil removal and conduit delivery
will occur from the adjacent kerb side lanes as shown in Appendix 3.

4.2.

Operating Conditions

The partial closure of Martin Place will see pedestrians diverted around the work site. This will
involve the removal of approximately ¼ of the existing crossing space on Elizabeth Street and
Castlereagh Street. During trenching works across Castlereagh Street, lane closures will in
place, as noted in Appendix 3. Lane closures on Castlereagh and Elizabeth streets will be
required for plant delivery/ removal, spoil removal and materials delivery as shown in Appendix
3.
4.2.1.

Impact on Traffic Flows

The works will require work vehicles to park in the adjacent traffic lane for the removal of rubble
at night. Vehicle access will be required from both Castlereagh and Elizabeth streets for plant
delivery/ removal only. Refer to Appendix 1 and Appendix 3 for details.
During the day, vehicle access will be limited to 1-2 vehicles for the transportation of tools. At
night the vehicle numbers would be 5. The operation of the site will have minimal impact on
existing traffic conditions.
Vehicles will be limited to 2 tonne tippers excavator, tool trailer, crew truck, light vehicles.
During day shift there will be 1 x tool truck & 1 x 5t excavator (which would remain within the
fenced work area for the duration)
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4.2.2.

Impact on Public Transport

There will be minor impacts on public transport travel times for these works during the lane
closures on Castlereagh and Elizabeth streets. There will be no further impacts on bus
operations.
4.2.3.

Impact on Pedestrians and Cyclists

Pedestrians will still be able to use the existing signalised crossing points across Elizabeth and
Castlereagh streets at Martin Place.

5.

Stage 2B - Site operations Demolition

Duration:
Timing:

5.1.

2 months
August 2018 through to September 2018

Works Required

The existing Martin Place shopping circle area is required to be demolished to allow for the
future connection between Martin Place train station and the Sydney Metro. This demolition
will be undertaken behind hoarding which will be installed within the existing subway area
reducing the current dual passageways to a single passageway. The hoarding location may
change to suit the demolition works, with the single passageway remaining open when Exit 6
is open, refer to Appendix 1
On the surface area, it is proposed to have a laydown area in front of the stairwell which was
previously closed from Exit 6. This laydown area is 150m2 and will be accessed from
Castlereagh Street outside of pedestrian peak times (no access between 0700-0900, 12001400 and 1500-1900). To allow access/ egress from the laydown area, the current bollards (1
at each existing layback) will be replaced with a removeable bollard.

5.2.

Operating Conditions

The partial closure of the subway will see pedestrians maintained on one of the current
passageways through the old Martin Place shopping circle. This passageway is currently 8.8m
in width. This will be reduced to 4.4m during the works. The current constraint of the escalators
to the east of the shopping circle, refer to Section 5.2.3.1, restricts the amount of pedestrians
able to use this area.
The laydown area on the eastern side of Castlereagh Street will be accessed via the existing
laybacks on Castlereagh Street. this will require the replacement of two of the current bollards
with removeable bollards as shown in Figure 8 below. This replacement works will be
undertaken at night/ weekends.
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Figure 8: Bollards to be replaced

5.2.1.

Impact on Traffic Flows

The works will require work vehicles to access the plaza area for the demolition works within
the subway area. Vehicle access will be required from the eastern side of Castlereagh Street.
On nightshift there will be up to 5 vehicles required for the works refer to Appendix 1 and
Appendix 3 for details.
The operation of the site will have minimal impact on existing traffic conditions. Traffic
generation at this site will typically be in the order of 20 truck movements per month at night.
5.2.2.

Impact on Public Transport

There are no impacts on public transport operations for these works.
5.2.3.

Impact on Pedestrians and Cyclists

The area in front of the Exit 6 stairs will be closed off to pedestrian use. This area extends the
footprint of the stair way to the west leaving 10m of storage area along Castlereagh Street.
This laydown area is less than the area previously occupied by flower beds prior to their
removal for the Stage 1 implementation, as can be seen in Figure 9 below. It should be further
noted that all street furniture in this section of Martin Place has been removed for the Stage 1
Demolition Works.
The reduction in the subway width is shown to operate at a Level of Service which is acceptable
for two way passageways. The results of this analysis are provided in Appendix 2.
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Figure 9: Google street view November 2016

5.2.3.1. Pedestrian modelling and analysis
Pedestrian counts were provided by TfNSW for 2015 and further counts were undertaken in
2017 and 2018. The latter counts were done using video cameras with the data subsequently
extracted and provided to Arcadis for modelling inputs.
It should be noted that there are a number of key constraints which limit pedestrian flows
through the subterranean area of Martin Place. These constraints include:



The escalators from the platforms to the concourse area are typically in the AM peak
period in the configuration of 4 up and 2 down limiting the thoroughfare to 400 patrons
per minute
The escalators to the east of Exit 6 (escalators at Martin Place Shopping Circle) limit
the thoroughfare to 100 patrons per minute – refer to Photo 1 below

Photo 1 Shopping circle eastern escalators

The largest and most concentrated movement of pedestrians through Martin Place station
occurs during the AM peak period. The PM peak period is not as concentrated and has a more
balanced in/out flow compared to the AM. Therefore, the analysis has concentrated on the AM
peak period.
SMCSWTSE-JCG-SMP-TM-PLN-002280Construction Traffic Management Plan Martin Place South Demolition Stage 2
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The existing AM distribution of pedestrians was based on the AM peak passenger distribution
from the 2015 surveys provided by TfNSW. This distribution can be seen in Figure 10 below.

Figure 10 TfNSW’s AM Distribution of pedestrians

Further analysis of the 2018 data shows that the TfNSW distribution used for the 2015 data is
no longer accurate and the distribution changes are as detailed on Figure 11 below.

Figure 11: Amended distribution based on 2018 data

This change in distribution can be attributed to several factors including removal of tenants
from the surrounding areas with the demolition works at Martin Place North (office blocks and
retail premises located on the corner of Hunter, Elizabeth and Castlereagh streets), Wynyard
Place, Hunter and George streets and the up and coming demolition works at the Tiffany
Building and Martin Place Shopping Circle. These works are shown on Figure 12 below. It is
further noted that the pedestrian amenity along George Street has also degraded as the
footpath widths vary in width from 1.5m to 4m. The existing pedestrian crossing area across
George Street at Martin Place has been reduced from a 25m width crossing to 10m and the
continuation of Martin Place through Barrack Street has been substantially narrowed.
SMCSWTSE-JCG-SMP-TM-PLN-002280Construction Traffic Management Plan Martin Place South Demolition Stage 2
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Regiment Square to the north of Martin Place connecting George Street to Wynyard Street
has also been restricted.

Figure 12: Works near the Sydney Metro site

However, it is likely that the largest factor which has influenced the change in distribution is the
closure of George Street associated with the Sydney Light Rail works and the changes to the
bus network associated with that closure. Previously George Street to the west of Martin Place
was the location of busses associated with the Inner west, northern and southern services.
Once these services were relocated to Elizabeth Street the pedestrian demand profile
changed.
The construction sites associated with Sydney Light Rail along George Street would have also
influenced pedestrian movements. This is seen with the subsequent large drop of pedestrians
using the West of Castlereagh Street exit and a significant increase in pedestrians using the
MLC exit.
On site observations show that since the closures of Exits 6 and 7 and the subsequent
redistribution of pedestrians has not significantly impacted on the operation of the other exits.
Pedestrian crossings across Elizabeth Street and Castlereagh Street have not been impeded
or caused undue congestion.
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The modelling previously undertaken for the partial closure of the Martin Place subway, refer
to Appendix 2, shows that the reduction in passageway width will result in a drop of LoS from
A to C.
5.2.4.

Impacts on commercial and residential access

Access to the Macquarie Building (#48 Martin Place) will be retained during the works. Access
to the MLC centre via a subway connection will also be retained. There are no impacts on
evacuation plans for any of the buildings surrounding the site.
5.2.5.

Cumulative impacts

Impacts from the Sydney Light Rail works on George Street are not expected. There are no
other known work sites adjacent or within the immediate area which would impact on the
current traffic, pedestrian and transport network.
5.2.6.

Special Events

There are numerous special events held within the Sydney CBD. In reviewing the City of
Sydney’s website, the majority of events are held within the Town Hall or other buildings.
However, it is recognised that Class 1 and 2 events, as noted in the TMC’s publication (Special
Events Guide 2006) do occur within the city centre. JHCPBG JV and their subcontractors will
work with the various stakeholders in planning their works.
The Anzac Day service is held in Martin Place between George Street and Castlereagh Street.
There are numerous other events in Martin Place/ Royal Botanical Gardens including The
Domain which could impact on works and pedestrian management availability. Knowledge of
these events will be via a number of channels and will be considered when planning the works.
Government departments have been consulted regarding the proposed changes to Martin
Place. This consultation was undertaken prior to Anzac Day 2018.
5.2.7.

Incident Response

In the event of an incident that has the potential to impact traffic or public transport, JHCPBG
JV will ensure that traffic control resources are provided to TMC/SCO/ RMS. These resources
will consist of the following:



Traffic control personnel
Traffic control van including:
o Barrier boards
o Cones
o Flashing arrows
o Signs
o Spill kit

Incident response will be as required based on the severity and impact of the incident as
detailed in:




SMCSWTSE-JCG-TPW-PM-PLN-002081 Emergency Response Plan
SMCSWTSE-JCG-TPW-HS-APP-005014 Incident Notification & Investigation
Flowchart
SMCSWTSE-JCG-TPW-HS-APP-005072 Incident & Emergency Response Process

The Sydney Metro Traffic Team phone is the preferred initial means of communication
between TMC/ SCO/ RMS/ Councils.
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5.2.8.

Traffic Control Plan (TCP) / Road Occupancy License (ROL) Identified Works

Works that have been identified as requiring a Traffic Control Plan include:
1. Vehicle access/ egress from Castlereagh Street

6.

Other Considerations

6.1.

Road Safety Audits

Road safety audits will be undertaken during the development of the CTMP, refer to Appendix
5, and upon implementation of the long-term work site.

6.2.

Weekly Traffic Forecast

A weekly traffic forecast is provided to local councils, RMS, Emergency Services, TfNSW, SCO
and other stakeholders as requested. This forecast details the up and coming works and details
of timings including hours of the day and dates of works that will impact traffic- road, public
transport, pedestrians and cyclist.

6.3.

Police and Emergency Services

The Police and relevant Emergency Services will be informed in a timely manner of relevant
activities proposed within this CTMP. The initial communication to these stakeholders will be
via the Traffic and Transport Liaison Group (TTLG). Regular updates will be provided to
emergency services, including changes to road network configurations, changes to road
conditions and worksite access locations, through emails and face to face discussions.

6.4.

Communications and the community

The TSE will be responsible for the dissemination of information to the community including
affected residents, relevant Councils, businesses and the public. Refer to Sydney Metro
Community Consultation Strategy – Early Works.
Any enquiries, complaints and/ or compliments are to be directed to the TfNSW’s Sydney Metro
Project Information line - 1800 171 386 or via email to: tunnels@transport.nsw.gov.au or
Sydney Metro City & Southwest, PO Box K659, Haymarket, NSW 1240 or Sydney Metro City
& Southwest Website.
Table 1 provides the proposed communications to be implemented for this CTMP
Table 1 Proposed Communications

NOTIFICATION

APPLICABLE

Community notice

YES

Precinct update/ e-update

YES

Email

YES

Internet

YES

On site briefings

YES

Print advertising

YES

Advanced warning signs

YES
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6.4.1.

Travelling public

Where our works will impact on the travelling public we will undertake the following, where
detailed in the relevant appendices:




Public transport interruptions will be communicated via on site signage
Motoring public will be forewarned of any changes, including road closures, road changes
and lane closures well in advance using appropriate signage, including variable message
signs (VMS)
Pedestrians and cyclists will be provided with advance warning signs.

6.4.2.

Stakeholders consulted

Table 2 identifies the stakeholders consulted during the development of this CTMP:
Table 2: Stakeholder Consultation

STAKEHOLDER

DATE

CONSULTATION

MAIN CONTACT PEOPLE

TCG

15 May 2018

All members

SCO/ TfNSW/ Councils/ RMS/
BDA

RMS

25 May 2018

Submission of CTMP

Carl Mella

City of Sydney Council

25 May 2018

Submission of CTMP

Van Le, Tony Ly

SCO

25 May 2018

Submission of CTMP

Giovanny Ramirez/
Bryant

TfNSW

25 May 2018

Submission of CTMP

Berin Gordon

RMS

21 June 18

Resubmission of CTMP

Carl Mella

City of Sydney Council

21 June 18

Submission of CTMP

Van Le,
Rajbhoy

SCO

21 June 18

Resubmission of CTMP

Giovanny Ramirez/
Bryant/ Aaron Gale

TfNSW

21 June 18

Resubmission of CTMP

Berin Gordon

RMS

28 June 2018

Resubmission of CTMP

Carl Mella

City of Sydney Council

28 June 2018

Resubmission of CTMP

Van Le,
Rajbhoy

SCO

28 June 2018

Resubmission of CTMP

Giovanny Ramirez/
Bryant/Aaron Gale

TfNSW

28 June 2018

Resubmission of CTMP

Berin Gordon

City of Sydney Council

29 June 2018

Site meeting

Tony Ly, Josh Faull, Mark
Leone,
Will
Freelander,
Nathan Bryant, Sue Lewis

RMS

4 July 2018

Resubmission of CTMP

Carl Mella

City of Sydney Council

4 July 2018

Resubmission of CTMP

Van Le,
Rajbhoy

SCO

4 July 2018

Resubmission of CTMP

Giovanny Ramirez/
Bryant/Aaron Gale

TfNSW

4 July 2018

Resubmission of CTMP

Berin Gordon/ Edward Burgos

Tony

Tony

Tony
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Ly,

Ly,

Ly,

Justine

Asad
Justine

Asad
Justine

Asad
Justine
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STAKEHOLDER

DATE

CONSULTATION

MAIN CONTACT PEOPLE

RMS

10 July 2018

Resubmission of CTMP

Carl Mella/ Chao Chen

City of Sydney Council

10 July 2018

Resubmission of CTMP

Van Le,
Rajbhoy

SCO

10 July 2018

Resubmission of CTMP

Giovanny Ramirez/
Bryant/Aaron Gale

TfNSW

10 July 2018

Resubmission of CTMP

Berin Gordon/ Edward Burgos

RMS

12 July 2018

Resubmission of CTMP

Carl Mella/ Chao Chen

City of Sydney Council

12 July 2018

Resubmission of CTMP

Van Le,
Rajbhoy

SCO

12 July 2018

Resubmission of CTMP

Giovanny Ramirez/
Bryant/Aaron Gale

TfNSW

12 July 2018

Resubmission of CTMP

Berin Gordon/ Edward Burgos

6.5.

Tony

Tony

Ly,

Ly,

Asad
Justine

Asad
Justine

Inspections and monitoring

The site will be monitored by the site supervisor. Any changes as noted in this CTMP, to signs/
lines that impact on the public will be monitored daily during site operating hours.
Traffic control used for pedestrian management, lane closures etc will need to provide records
of the traffic control implemented. Any changes required to the traffic control set up will be
authorised by a holder of an RMS “Prepare a Work Zone Traffic Management Plan” or
equivalent.

6.6.

Environmental Management

All works will be undertaken in accordance with the TSE Construction Environmental
Management Plan (SMCTSE-JCG-TPW-EM-PLN-002010) and associated sub plans including
the Construction Noise and Vibration Management Plan (SMCSTSE-JCG-TPW-EM-PLN002012). The TSE Works are also regulated by the NSW Environment Protection Authority
and works to be undertaken outside of standard construction hours will need to comply with
the requirements of the Environment Protection License.

6.7.

Site Contacts

Table 3: Site contacts

NAME

POSITION

Will Freelander

Project Manager

Jeremy Glasgow

Construction Manager

Nathan Bryant

Utilities Manager

Sydney Metro

Traffic Team

6.8.

CONTACT #

References

The following documents were used in the development of this CTMP:




Construction Traffic Management Framework – TfNSW, v 2.5 provided 22 Dec 2017
Principal’s General Specification G10 Traffic and Transport Management, v2.0
Roads and Maritime Service Traffic Control at Worksites Manual v 4.0
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Relevant AustRoads Guides and RMS Supplements
Sydney Metro Principal Contractor Health and Safety Standard
Environmental Impact Statement for Sydney Metro Chatswood to Sydenham Chapter
8 Construction traffic and transport June 2016
SMCSWTSE-JCG-SMP-TM-PLN-002279 Martin Place Stage 1 (Demolition)
SMCSWTSE-JCG-SMP-TM-PLN-002306 Sydney CBD Utility Works
SMCSWTSE-JCG-SMP-TM-PLN-002277 Tiffany's Building Demolition
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Appendix 1

Proposed Operations

DRAWING NUMBER

DESCRIPTION

JCG-SMP-TM-DRG-002280-0003

Martin Place Stage 2A

JCG-SMP-TM-DRG-002279-0026

Martin Place Stage 2B
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Pedestrian modelling and analysis
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Pedestrian Modelling Summary Note – Internal Area
This note presents the results of the pedestrian modelling analysis for the proposed closure of
station entry/exits to enable the construction of the station box for the new Sydney Metro
station at Martin Place. The analysis focuses
on the busiest AM and PM peak periods
during ‘normal operation’.

Peak Period of Impact
Passenger surveys show the AM peak period to
be critical to the analysis, based on the high
volume of exiting passengers during the AM
peak, and surges in passenger flows exiting the
station. This is typical of a station in a CBD
location.
The analysis covers both the AM and PM peak
hour periods.

Impacts on Passenger Flows
During the construction period, it will be necessary to close the Shopping Circle (Exit 6), and Exit 7, as
shown below. Passengers will still be able to use the subterranean east-west through route which bypasses the Shopping Circle exit during this period to access the MLC Centre entry/exit points to the
west. Based on data collected at Exit 7, 92% of those people head south from the exit and therefore
those people are likely to use Exit 5. 8% are likely to use Colonial Centre. For Exit 6, 92% of those
people continue west across Castlereagh Street so will likely use the exit west of Castlereagh Street,
3% likely will also use the exit west of Castlereagh Street also so that will make 95% in total. The
other 5% will likely use MLC centre.

For the PM peak analysis, the corresponding displaced entry flows have also been reallocated, on a
pro-rata basis, across the four entry points circled.

Passenger Flows at Four Key Locations
A number of surveys have been undertaken during 2015 (1 survey), 2017 (2 surveys) and 2018 (2
surveys) of passenger entry/exit volumes at locations around the station, giving a robust data set from
which to measure pedestrian movement patterns during both AM and PM peak periods. A summary
for each of the key locations is provided below, where exits are closed, and where passengers are
likely to be redistributed during the peak periods. As multiple data sets are available, the highest
combined entry/exit flow has been selected for the analysis, as indicated in bold.

Space Planning Criteria and Assumptions
The analysis has calculated the peak 1-minute flow for analysis, using the following assumptions
based on survey observations and London Underground ‘Station Planning Standards and Guidelines’
(SPSG):
x

The peak 15-minute flow during the AM equates to the peak hour flow x 0.31 (factor
calculated from survey data profiles); and

x

The peak 1-minute flow is calculated as the peak 15-minute flow divided by 15 (SPSG).

A summary analysis for each of the four locations is provided below. Fruin level of Service criteria are
summarised as follows:
.

Results of Internal Area Analysis

Summary by Area
Shopping Circle (Passageway)
x

During construction the Shopping Circle exit is closed, and the passageway in this area will
be reduced to 4.4m in width;

x

All flows to the existing Shopping Circle exit, and all flows to the west and MLC exits could
use this route;

x

The peak 1-minute two-way flow has been calculated as 145 passengers, equating to 38
passengers per metre per minute, Fruin Level of Service C. For normal operation a two-way
passageway would be designed to accommodate 40 passengers per metre per minute, or 50
passengers per metre per minute during construction periods;

x

The above calculations include the uplift of displaced passengers, and show that flow rates
would be within acceptable limits for a two-way passageway.

Exit 5 – Elizabeth Street East
x

This location is considered to have the second highest impact as a result of the closures,
estimated at 42% of all displaced trips during the busiest AM peak, with exiting passengers
rerouted to this exit during the construction period;

x

The entry/exit is via a 5.6m wide stair;

x

The peak 1-minute two-way flow has been calculated as 58 passengers, equating to 10
passengers per metre per minute, Fruin Level of Service A. For normal operation two-way
stairs would be designed for 28 passengers per metre per minute, or 35 passengers per
metre per minute during construction periods;

x

Including the uplift of displaced passengers, the resulting flow is 13 passengers per metre per
minute;

x

This is within acceptable limits for a two-way stair.

To Colonial Centre
x

It is not expected that a high percentage of displaced passengers will use this exit as an
alternative;

x

The main entry/exit is via two escalators. A stair and lift are also available;

x

The flow using the escalator has been estimated as 70% of the total flow observed travelling
from the station internal concourse area (Exit 5 Elizabeth Street stair location) towards the
Colonial Centre;

x

The calculations based on peak-hour survey results calculate a peak 1-minute exit flow of 34
passengers per minute across the peak 15-minute period. This has been validated using
minute-by-minute 2018 flow counts on the up escalator, estimating an average of 33
passengers per minute using the escalator over the peak 15-minutes;

x

Including the uplift of displaced passengers, the resulting flow is 35 passengers per minute on
the up escalator;

x

Surveys at this escalator demonstrate the escalator has a peak 1-minute capacity of between
40 and 50 passengers per minute, therefore, the analysis demonstrates that the exit escalator
would have the capacity to accommodate the additional passengers.

West of Castlereagh Street)
x

This location is considered to have the highest impact with 53% of AM exiting passengers
across the peak hour;

x

Entry/exit is via a 7.0m wide stair;

x

The peak 1-minute two-way flow has been calculated as 44 passengers, equating to 6
passengers per metre per minute, Fruin Level of Service A. For normal operation two-way
stairs would be designed for 28 passengers per metre per minute, or 35 passengers per
metre per during construction periods;

x

Including the uplift of displaced passengers, the resulting flow is 9 passengers per metre per
minute;

x

This is within acceptable limits for a two-way stair.

MLC Centre (underpass and surface)
x

It is not expected that a high percentage of displaced passengers will use these exits as an
alternative;

x

The flow calculations estimate that flows would be less than 20 passengers per metre per
minute, which would be acceptable in these locations. The impact of the closure is estimate
at less than a 5% uplift.
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Traffic Control Plan

TCP #

LOCATION

FROM

TCP-SMP-MAR-AL-0004

Castlereagh
Street

Site access

TCP-SMP-CAS-SB120002

Castlereagh
Street

Hunter
Street

TCP-SMP-CAS-SB120003

Castlereagh
Street

TCP-SMP-MAR-AL-0008

TIMING

TRAFFIC CONTROL

WORKS

IMPACTS

Stage 2B –
outside of
pedestrian peak
times

Pedestrians management and
bus lane slow

During site access

Only used during site access times outside of peak
pedestrian times

Martin Place

Night – Stage 2A

Lane closures

Trenching works

Minimal impacts as works undertaken at night

Hunter
Street

Martin Place

Night – Stage 2A

Lane closures

Trenching works

Minimal impacts as works undertaken at night

Castlereagh
Street

Site access

Site egress

Night – Stage 2A

Pedestrians management and
traffic slow

Plant delivery/ removal

Only used during site access/ egress times outside of peak
pedestrian times

TCP-SMP-CAS-SB-1212

Castlereagh
Street

Martin
Place

Stage 2A

Lane closure

Loading/ unloading materials

Minimal impacts as works undertaken at night

TCP-SMP-CAS-SB-1213

Martin Place

Castlereagh
Street

Stage 2B

Lane closure and pedestrian
management

Replacement of bollards

Minimal impacts as works undertaken at night/ weekend

TCP-SMP-ELI-NB-1306

Elizabeth
Street

Martin
Place

Stage 2A

Lane closure

Loading/ unloading material

Minimal impacts as works undertaken at night

TCP-SMP-ELI-NB-1307

Elizabeth
Street

Martin
Place

Stage 2A

Lane closure and pedestrian
management

Works at north south crossing points

Minimal impacts as works undertaken at night
Pedestrians to be contained within lane closure

Castlereagh
Street

Site egress

Stage 2B –
outside of
pedestrian peak
times

TCP-SMP-MAR-AL-0010

TO
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Pedestrians management and
bus lane slow
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During site egress

Only used during site egress times outside of peak
pedestrian times

www.invarion.com

N

NOT TO SCALE

HUNTER STREET

S
AGH
ERE
STL

TRE

ET

BUS
LANE

CA

BUS
LANE

Parking

Concertina Gates
T1-5-2 *

HOSKING PLC
BUS
LANE

TRAFFIC CONTROLLERS TO DISPLAY
SLOW SIGN FOR TRAFFIC

40M

Refer to: JCG-SMP-TM-DRG-002279-0026
SLOW

NOTE:
1. TCP developed in accordance with
TCAWS TCP-81.

EET
CASTLEREAGH STR

MARTIN PLACE

TC's to Stop Pedestrians
& Escort Vehicles during
Access to Work Area.

NOTE:
SIGNS TO BE USED AT NIGHT
NIGHT
ROADWORK
AHEAD

2. TC's to manage vehicle Access & Pedestrians
with Concertina Gates.

T1-223 *

3. This TCP to be used in conjunction with
TCP-SMP-MAR-AL-0010.

T1-224 *

LEGEND

TRAFFIC CONTROL
PLAN
DATE: 07/05/2018
REV 1: 19/06/2018
REV 2: 10/07/2018

*Traffic control works shall be
installed & maintained
in accordance with A.S. 1742.3
(Traffic Control Devices for Works on Roads)
& RTA Traffic control
at Work Sites Manual Version 4 June 2010.
*Local constraints may not allow
sign and devices to be placed exactly
in accordance with
the TCP, therefore it may be necessary to
place sign and devices as close as
possible to the spacing indicated.
*Signs should generally placed 1 metre clear
of the travelled path.
*Signs are to be Class 1 retro-reflective (day/night)

AREA:

SMP

LOCATION: MARTIN PLC,
SYDNEY

DRAWN BY:

Team Leader (Onsite):

CERTIFICATE NO: 0044399691
SIGNATURE:

Signature:
Date:
Ticket: Orange/Red/Yellow (Circle Appropriate)

TCP NO:

TCP-SMP-MAR-AL-0004

Ticket No:
Reasons for modification:

SHEET NO: 1 OF 1

SAMANTH JADALA

Install as per TCP and in accordance with
any changes as shown on TCP

Email to:
NSW.SM2.TRAFFIC@SYDNEYMETRO2.COM.AU

PLAN CHECKED BY: ABDULLAH KHAN

CERTIFICATE NO: 0032576588
SIGNATURE:

WORK VEHICLE
WORK ZONE
ACCESS
CONCERTINA GATES
ALIGNMENT

AUTHORISED TRAFFIC
CONTROLLER
700 MM TRAFFIC CONES
WITH REFLECTIVE
NIGHT STRIP WITH
220 MM SPACING

www.invarion.com
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T1-25
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T1-5-2 *

BUS STOP
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10M
PARKING
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56-65

30
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60

MARTIN PLACE

NOTE:
1. Pedestrian access to Businesses & Residents to be
maintained.
2. Pedestrian Crossing location may change.
3. Minimum 1.2 width to be maintained at Building Corners.
4. TCP developed in accordance with TCAWS-TCP 100, 60 & 61.

TRAFFIC CONTROL
PLAN
DATE: 16/11/2017
REV 1: 10/12/2017
REV 2: 22/03/2017
REV 3: 28/06/2018

*Traffic control works shall be
installed & maintained
in accordance with A.S. 1742.3
(Traffic Control Devices for Works on Roads)
& RTA Traffic control
at Work Sites Manual Version 4 June 2010.
*Local constraints may not allow
sign and devices to be placed exactly
in accordance with
the TCP, therefore it may be necessary to
place sign and devices as close as
possible to the spacing indicated.
*Signs should generally placed 1 metre clear
of the travelled path.
*Signs are to be Class 1 retro-reflective (day/night)

AREA:
LOCATION:

MARTIN PLC
CASTLEREAGH ST(BTW HUNTER
ST & MARTIN PLC, SYDNEY)

TCP NO:

TCP-SMP-CAS-SB-120002

NOTE:
SIGNS TO BE USED AT NIGHT
NIGHT
ROADWORK
AHEAD

T1-223 *
SAMANTH JADALA

Install as per TCP and in accordance with
any changes as shown on TCP

DRAWN BY:

Team Leader (Onsite):

CERTIFICATE NO: 0044399691
SIGNATURE:

Signature:
Date:

Ticket: Orange/Red/Yellow (Circle Appropriate)

SHEET NO: 1 OF 1

T8-2R
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PEDESTRIANS

15

CASTLEREAGH STREET
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T2-16

15

46-55

T8-2L

0

PEDESTRIANS

15

45 or less

END
ROAD WORK

Lateral shift
taper

BUS
LANE

Approximate
Traffic control
speed of traffic at beginning of
km/h
taper

TRAFFIC CONTROLLER
ASSIST PEDESTRIANS

BUS
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ALLOW MIN 3.0M
PEDESTRIAN ACCESS
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Ticket No:

PLAN CHECKED BY: ABDULLAH KHAN

Reasons for modification:

CERTIFICATE NO: 0032576588

Email to:
NSW.SM2.TRAFFIC@SYDNEYMETRO2.COM.AU

SIGNATURE:

T1-224 *
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WORK VEHICLE
WORK ZONE
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WITH REFLECTIVE
NIGHT STRIP WITH
220 MM SPACING
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T1-224 *

10M

ALLOW MIN 3.0M
PEDESTRIAN ACCESS
PEDESTRIAN
DIVERSION
ROUTE

10M

T2-16
END
ROAD WORK

1. Pedestrian access to Businesses & Residents to be
maintained.
2. Pedestrian Crossing location may change.
3. Minimum 1.2 width to be maintained at Building Corners.
4. TCP developed in accordance with TCAWS-TCP 100, 60 & 61.

TRAFFIC CONTROL
PLAN
DATE: 16/11/2017
REV 1: 29/11/2017
REV 2: 10/12/2017
REV 3: 28/06/2018

*Traffic control works shall be
installed & maintained
in accordance with A.S. 1742.3
(Traffic Control Devices for Works on Roads)
& RTA Traffic control
at Work Sites Manual Version 4 June 2010.
*Local constraints may not allow
sign and devices to be placed exactly
in accordance with
the TCP, therefore it may be necessary to
place sign and devices as close as
possible to the spacing indicated.
*Signs should generally placed 1 metre clear
of the travelled path.
*Signs are to be Class 1 retro-reflective (day/night)

AREA:

MARTIN PLC

LOCATION:

CASTLEREAGH ST(BTW HUNTER
ST& MARTIN PLC, SYDNEY),

TCP NO:

TCP-SMP-CAS-SB-120003

10M

ROAD WORK
AHEAD

T1-1

SAMANTH JADALA

DRAWN BY:

Team Leader (Onsite):

CERTIFICATE NO: 0044399691
SIGNATURE:

Signature:
Date:

Ticket No:

T1-5-2 *

Signs to be used on Day Time.

Install as per TCP and in accordance with
any changes as shown on TCP
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END
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Approximate Traffic control
Lateral shift
speed of traffic at beginning of
taper
km/h
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SLOW
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TC's to Stop Pedestrians
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NOTE:
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NOTE:
NIGHT
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1. TCP developed in accordance with
TCAWS TCP-81.

TRAFFIC CONTROL
PLAN
DATE: 21/06/2018
REV 1: 29/06/2018

*Traffic control works shall be
installed & maintained
in accordance with A.S. 1742.3
(Traffic Control Devices for Works on Roads)
& RTA Traffic control
at Work Sites Manual Version 4 June 2010.
*Local constraints may not allow
sign and devices to be placed exactly
in accordance with
the TCP, therefore it may be necessary to
place sign and devices as close as
possible to the spacing indicated.
*Signs should generally placed 1 metre clear
of the travelled path.
*Signs are to be Class 1 retro-reflective (day/night)

AREA:

SMP

LOCATION: MARTIN PLC,
SYDNEY

DRAWN BY:

Team Leader (Onsite):

CERTIFICATE NO: 0044399691
SIGNATURE:

Signature:
Date:
Ticket: Orange/Red/Yellow (Circle Appropriate)

TCP NO:

TCP-SMP-MAR-AL-0008

Ticket No:
Reasons for modification:

SHEET NO: 1 OF 1

SAMANTH JADALA

Install as per TCP and in accordance with
any changes as shown on TCP

Email to:
NSW.SM2.TRAFFIC@SYDNEYMETRO2.COM.AU

PLAN CHECKED BY: ABDULLAH KHAN

CERTIFICATE NO: 0032576588
SIGNATURE:

LEGEND
WORK VEHICLE
WORK ZONE
ACCESS
EGRESS

AUTHORISED TRAFFIC
CONTROLLER
700 MM TRAFFIC CONES
WITH REFLECTIVE
NIGHT STRIP WITH
220 MM SPACING

HUNTER STREET
www.invarion.com
N

T1

-3

1

AD
RO RK
WOEAD
AH

T1-

5-2

T1

-3

AD
RO RK
O
W EAD
AH

BUS
LANE

40M

*

T1-

5-2

40M

BUS
LANE

E
PREPAR
TO
STOP

T2-6-2

40M

T1-1

8

PARKING

CASTL

H STR
EREAG

NE

ING LA

PARK

NE

T1-18

LA
ING

EET

2

*

PARK

PARKING

E
PAR
PRE
TO
P
STO

LANE

HOSKING PLC

T2-6-

1

NOT TO SCALE

LANE

BUS
LANE

40M

T5-5

Approximate Traffic control
Lateral shift
speed of traffic at beginning of
Merge taper
taper
km/h
taper
MARTIN PLACE

46-55

15

15

30

56-65

30

30

60

NOTE: SIGNS TO BE INSTALLED AT NIGHT

NOTES:

END
ROAD
WORK

1. This TCP to be used in conjunction with
TCP-SMP-MAR-AL-0008.
2. Traffic Controllers to assist pedestrians
around work area & intermittent stoppages
for vehicles to work area.

TRAFFIC CONTROL
PLAN
DATE: 29/06/2018

*Traffic control works shall be
installed & maintained
in accordance with A.S. 1742.3
(Traffic Control Devices for Works on Roads)
& RTA Traffic control
at Work Sites Manual Version 4 June 2010.
*Local constraints may not allow
sign and devices to be placed exactly
in accordance with
the TCP, therefore it may be necessary to
place sign and devices as close as
possible to the spacing indicated.
*Signs should generally placed 1 metre clear
of the travelled path.
*Signs are to be Class 1 retro-reflective (day/night)

AREA:

MARTIN PLC

LOCATION:

CASTLEREAGH ST, SYDNEY

TCP NO:

TCP-SMP-CAS-SB-1212

NIGHT
ROADWORK
AHEAD

T1-223 *

T1-224 *

LEGEND
WORK VEHICLE

WORK ZONE

PEDESTRIAN DIVERSION
ROUTE
AUTHORISED TRAFFIC
CONTROLLER
700 MM TRAFFIC CONES
WITH REFLECTIVE
NIGHT STRIP WITH
220 MM SPACING

SAMANTH JADALA

Install as per TCP and in accordance with
any changes as shown on TCP

DRAWN BY:

Team Leader (Onsite):

CERTIFICATE NO: 0044399691
SIGNATURE:

Signature:
Date:
Ticket: Orange/Red/Yellow (Circle Appropriate)

SHEET NO: 1 OF 1

CASTLEREAGH STREET

15

T2-17A

0

BUS
LANE

15

PARKING BAY

45 or less

Ticket No:

PLAN CHECKED BY: ABDULLAH KHAN

Reasons for modification:

CERTIFICATE NO: 0032576588

Email to:
NSW.SM2.TRAFFIC@SYDNEYMETRO2.COM.AU

SIGNATURE:

HUNTER STREET
www.invarion.com
N

T1

-3

1

AD
RO RK
WOEAD
AH

T1-

5-2

T1

-3

AD
RO RK
O
W EAD
AH

BUS
LANE

40M

*

T1-

5-2

T2-6

-2

EET

-2

40M

T1-18

PARKING

CASTL

H STR
EREAG

NE

ING LA

PARK

NE

PARKING

PREPAR
TO
STOP

LANE

T5-5

T2-6

LA
ING

40M

E
PREPAR
TO
STOP

*

40M

BUS
LANE

PARK

T1-5-2 *

HOSKING PLC

T1-18

1

NOT TO SCALE

LANE

Bollards
replacement
works

E

BUS
LANE

15m
Merge

40M

Stage 1

MARTIN PLACE
Stage 2

NOTE: SIGNS TO BE INSTALLED AT NIGHT

END
ROAD
WORK

1. TCP developed in accordance with
TCAWS TCP-805 & 61.
2. Traffic Controllers to assist pedestrians
around work area & intermittent stoppages
for vehicles to work area.

TRAFFIC CONTROL
PLAN
DATE: 29/06/2018

*Traffic control works shall be
installed & maintained
in accordance with A.S. 1742.3
(Traffic Control Devices for Works on Roads)
& RTA Traffic control
at Work Sites Manual Version 4 June 2010.
*Local constraints may not allow
sign and devices to be placed exactly
in accordance with
the TCP, therefore it may be necessary to
place sign and devices as close as
possible to the spacing indicated.
*Signs should generally placed 1 metre clear
of the travelled path.
*Signs are to be Class 1 retro-reflective (day/night)

AREA:

MARTIN PLC

LOCATION:

CASTLEREAGH ST, SYDNEY

TCP NO:

TCP-SMP-CAS-SB-1213

CASTLEREAGH STREET

T2-17A

T1-224 *

BUS
LANE

T1-223 *

NOTES:

PARKING LANE

NIGHT
ROADWORK
AHEAD

WORK VEHICLE

WORK ZONE

PEDESTRIAN DIVERSION
ROUTE
AUTHORISED TRAFFIC
CONTROLLER
700 MM TRAFFIC CONES
WITH REFLECTIVE
NIGHT STRIP WITH
220 MM SPACING

SAMANTH JADALA

Install as per TCP and in accordance with
any changes as shown on TCP

DRAWN BY:

Team Leader (Onsite):

CERTIFICATE NO: 0044399691
SIGNATURE:

Signature:
Date:
Ticket: Orange/Red/Yellow (Circle Appropriate)

SHEET NO: 1 OF 1

LEGEND

Ticket No:

PLAN CHECKED BY: ABDULLAH KHAN

Reasons for modification:

CERTIFICATE NO: 0032576588

Email to:
NSW.SM2.TRAFFIC@SYDNEYMETRO2.COM.AU

SIGNATURE:

www.invarion.com

BUS
LANE

NOT TO SCALE

ELIZABETH STREET

N

END
ROAD
WORK
BUS
LANE

T2-17A

MARTIN PLACE

BUS
LANE

15m
Merge

T5-5

40M

ELIZABETH STR

EET

BUS
LANE

T2-6-2

40M

Approximate
speed of traffic
km/h

Traffic control
at beginning of
taper

45 or less

15

0

15

46-55

15

15

30

56-65

30

30

60

Lateral shift
taper

Merge taper

NOTES:
BUS
LANE

1. TCP developed in accordance with
TCAWS TCP-101 & 61.

T1-5-2 *
40M

END
BUS
LANE

NOTE: SIGNS TO BE USED AT NIGHT

BUS
LANE

NIGHT
ROADWORK
AHEAD

T1-223 *

ROAD
WORK
AHEAD

T1-224 *

2. Traffic Controllers to assist pedestrians
around work area & intermittent stoppages
for vehicles to work area.

BUS
LANE

T1-31

KING STREET

TRAFFIC CONTROL
PLAN
DATE: 29/06/2018

*Traffic control works shall be
installed & maintained
in accordance with A.S. 1742.3
(Traffic Control Devices for Works on Roads)
& RTA Traffic control
at Work Sites Manual Version 4 June 2010.
*Local constraints may not allow
sign and devices to be placed exactly
in accordance with
the TCP, therefore it may be necessary to
place sign and devices as close as
possible to the spacing indicated.
*Signs should generally placed 1 metre clear
of the travelled path.
*Signs are to be Class 1 retro-reflective (day/night)

KING STREET
AREA:

MARTIN PLACE

LOCATION: ELIZABETH ST, SYDNEY

Install as per TCP and in accordance with
any changes as shown on TCP

DRAWN BY:

Team Leader (Onsite):

CERTIFICATE NO: 0044399691
SIGNATURE:

Signature:
Date:
Ticket: Orange/Red/Yellow (Circle Appropriate)

TCP NO:

TCP-SMP-ELI-NB-1306

SHEET NO: 1 OF 1

Ticket No:

SAMANTH JADALA

PLAN CHECKED BY: ABDULLAH KHAN

Reasons for modification:

CERTIFICATE NO: 0032576588

Email to:
NSW.SM2.TRAFFIC@SYDNEYMETRO2.COM.AU

SIGNATURE:

LEGEND
WORK VEHICLE
WORK ZONE
PEDESTRIAN DIVERSION
ROUTE
AUTHORISED TRAFFIC
CONTROLLER
700 MM TRAFFIC CONES
WITH REFLECTIVE
NIGHT STRIP WITH
220 MM SPACING

www.invarion.com

BUS
LANE

ELIZABETH STREET

N

END
ROAD
WORK

NOT TO SCALE

T2-17A
BUS
LANE

MARTIN PLACE

BUS
LANE

15m
Merge

T5-5

40M

ELIZABETH STR

EET

BUS
LANE

T2-6-2

40M

Approximate
speed of traffic
km/h

Traffic control
at beginning of
taper

45 or less

15

0

15

46-55

15

15

30

56-65

30

30

60

Lateral shift
taper

Merge taper

NOTES:
BUS
LANE

1. TCP developed in accordance with
TCAWS TCP-101 & 61.

T1-5-2 *
40M

END
BUS
LANE

NOTE: SIGNS TO BE USED AT NIGHT

BUS
LANE

NIGHT
ROADWORK
AHEAD

T1-223 *

ROAD
WORK
AHEAD

T1-224 *

2. Traffic Controllers to assist pedestrians
around work area & intermittent stoppages
for vehicles to work area.
3. Pedestrian containment fencing to be
used when pedestrians are diverted.

BUS
LANE

T1-31

KING STREET

TRAFFIC CONTROL
PLAN
DATE: 04/07/2018

*Traffic control works shall be
installed & maintained
in accordance with A.S. 1742.3
(Traffic Control Devices for Works on Roads)
& RTA Traffic control
at Work Sites Manual Version 4 June 2010.
*Local constraints may not allow
sign and devices to be placed exactly
in accordance with
the TCP, therefore it may be necessary to
place sign and devices as close as
possible to the spacing indicated.
*Signs should generally placed 1 metre clear
of the travelled path.
*Signs are to be Class 1 retro-reflective (day/night)

KING STREET
AREA:

MARTIN PLACE

LOCATION: ELIZABETH ST, SYDNEY

Install as per TCP and in accordance with
any changes as shown on TCP

DRAWN BY:

Team Leader (Onsite):

CERTIFICATE NO: 0044399691
SIGNATURE:

Signature:
Date:
Ticket: Orange/Red/Yellow (Circle Appropriate)

TCP NO:

TCP-SMP-ELI-NB-1307

SHEET NO: 1 OF 1

Ticket No:

SAMANTH JADALA

PLAN CHECKED BY: ABDULLAH KHAN

Reasons for modification:

CERTIFICATE NO: 0032576588

Email to:
NSW.SM2.TRAFFIC@SYDNEYMETRO2.COM.AU

SIGNATURE:

LEGEND
WORK VEHICLE
WORK ZONE
PEDESTRIAN DIVERSION
ROUTE
AUTHORISED TRAFFIC
CONTROLLER
700 MM TRAFFIC CONES
WITH REFLECTIVE
NIGHT STRIP WITH
220 MM SPACING

www.invarion.com

N

NOT TO SCALE

HUNTER STREET

S
AGH
ERE
STL

TRE

ET

BUS
LANE

CA

BUS
LANE

Parking

Concertina Gates
T1-5-2 *

HOSKING PLC
BUS
LANE

TRAFFIC CONTROLLERS TO DISPLAY
SLOW SIGN FOR TRAFFIC

40M

Refer to: JCG-SMP-TM-DRG-002279-0026
SLOW

NOTE:
1. TCP developed in accordance with
TCAWS TCP-81.

EET
CASTLEREAGH STR

MARTIN PLACE

TC's to Stop Pedestrians
& Escort Vehicles during
Egress from Work Area.

NOTE:
SIGNS TO BE USED AT NIGHT
NIGHT
ROADWORK
AHEAD

2. TC's to manage vehicle Egress & Pedestrians
with Concertina Gates.

T1-223 *

T1-224 *

3. This TCP to be used in conjunction with
TCP-SMP-MAR-AL-0004.

TRAFFIC CONTROL
PLAN
DATE: 10/07/2018

*Traffic control works shall be
installed & maintained
in accordance with A.S. 1742.3
(Traffic Control Devices for Works on Roads)
& RTA Traffic control
at Work Sites Manual Version 4 June 2010.
*Local constraints may not allow
sign and devices to be placed exactly
in accordance with
the TCP, therefore it may be necessary to
place sign and devices as close as
possible to the spacing indicated.
*Signs should generally placed 1 metre clear
of the travelled path.
*Signs are to be Class 1 retro-reflective (day/night)

AREA:

SMP

LOCATION: MARTIN PLC,
SYDNEY

DRAWN BY:

Team Leader (Onsite):

CERTIFICATE NO: 0044399691
SIGNATURE:

Signature:
Date:
Ticket: Orange/Red/Yellow (Circle Appropriate)

TCP NO:

TCP-SMP-MAR-AL-0010

Ticket No:
Reasons for modification:

SHEET NO: 1 OF 1

SAMANTH JADALA

Install as per TCP and in accordance with
any changes as shown on TCP

Email to:
NSW.SM2.TRAFFIC@SYDNEYMETRO2.COM.AU

PLAN CHECKED BY: ABDULLAH KHAN

CERTIFICATE NO: 0032576588
SIGNATURE:

LEGEND
WORK VEHICLE
WORK ZONE
EGRESS
CONCERTINA GATES
ALIGNMENT
AUTHORISED TRAFFIC
CONTROLLER
700 MM TRAFFIC CONES
WITH REFLECTIVE
NIGHT STRIP WITH
220 MM SPACING

Construction Traffic Management Plan Martin Place South Demolition
Stage 2

Appendix 4

Haulage Routes

DRAWING NUMBER

DESCRIPTION

SMCSWTSE-JCG-SMP-TM-DWG-002280-0001

From Site to southern Sydney

SMCSWTSE-JCG-SMP-TM-DWG-002280-0002

From Southern Sydney to Site

SMCSWTSE-JCG-SMP-TM-DWG-002280-0003

From site to northern Sydney

SMCSWTSE-JCG-SMP-TM-DWG-002280-0004

From northern/ western Sydney to site

SMCSWTSE-JCG-SMP-TM-DWG-002280-0005

From western Sydney to Site

SMCSWTSE-JCG-SMP-TM-DWG-002280-0006

From site to western Sydney

SMCSWTSE-JCG-SMP-TM-PLN-002280Construction Traffic Management Plan Martin Place South Demolition Stage 2
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SMCSWTSE-JCG-SMP-TM-DWG-002280-0001 Site to Southern
Sydney

Map data ©2018 Google

200 m

180 m

71 m

450 m

250 m

500 m

120 m

-SMCSWTSE-JCG-SMP-TM-DWG-002280-0002

Map data ©2018 Google

100 m

350 m

77 m

110 m

220 m

140 m

SMCSWTSE-JCG-SMP-TM-DWG-002280-0003
Northern Sydney to site

Map data ©2018 Google

100 m

83 m

250 m

400 m

220 m

70 m

SMCSWTSE-JCG-SMP-TM-DWG-002280-0004
Site to northern Sydney

Map data ©2018 Google

200 m

6 min (1.4 km)

250 m

71 m

300 m

160 m

350 m

43 m

250 m

SMCSWTSE-JCG-SMP-TM-DWG-002280-0005

Map data ©2018 Google

200 m

350 m

500 m

210 m

140 m

600 m

SMCSWTSE-JCG-SMP-TM-DWG-002280-0006 Sheet 1 of 2

Map data ©2018 Google

200 m

2 min (1.4 km)

40 m

34 m

62 m

450 m

May be closed at certain times or on certain days
600 m

May be closed at certain times or on certain days
180 m

6 min (1.4 km)

May be closed at certain times or on certain days
230 m

650 m

300 m

66 m

140 m

SMCSWTSE-JCG-SMP-TM-DWG-002280-0006 Sheet 2 of 2
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Road Safety Audit
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RSA-07181

Road Safety Audit Report
SHORT FORMAT
Title / Project
Audit Stage

Martin Place Demolition Stage 2
Sydney Metro City & Southwest – TSE Works
Desktop

Client

John Holland CPB Ghella

Report Provider

Road Safety Audits P/L

Work Package

RSA P/L Reference
Report Date
Lead (Senior) Auditor
Secondary
Auditor
Reviewer
TMP / Drawings

/

RSA-07181
25 May 2018
Peter Harris
Chris Keramidas
SMCSWTSE-JCG-SMP-TM-PLN-002280
dated 18/5/18

Revision

C

Desktop TMP Scope: The scope of the audit is to assess the plans on their merits and in the context of the road environment, not compliance-checking to
standards and guidelines.

Page 1 of 7

Martin Place Demolition Stage 2

RSA-07181

Martin Place Demolition Stage 2
Audit Point

Comment / Suggestion

The description of works in Section 4.2 describes an 8m work
zone that moves along rather than one work zone for the whole
utility length. However, the plan shows Martin Place closed to
pedestrians.

It is assumed that the ‘numbers’
on the plan indicate staged
barriers rather than a total
closure. For clarity, consider
having one example stage as full
colour and the others greyed
out.

T

John Holland CPB Ghella
Contact:
Response x

Status y

Headers*****

1.

Page 2 of 7

The document describes this – no
change to drawing required

Closed

Martin Place Demolition Stage 2

RSA-07181

Martin Place Demolition Stage 2
Audit Point

Comment / Suggestion

(as per RSA 7151) At Castlereagh Street, once pedestrians are
squeezed up from the current area (yellow) to the constricted
area (red), there will be substantial depth to the pedestrian
queue, and once there’s a green crossing phase, there’s a
possibility that the pedestrian platoon will simply continue to
cross even after the pedestrian signal turns red due to herd
mentality (forcing traffic to wait).

It is difficult to predict exactly
how well this will work and what
safety
issues
might
arise.
Nevertheless, it would seem to be
a prime location to warrant the
use of a highly experienced
traffic controller/s at least in the
morning peak.

T

John Holland CPB Ghella
Contact:
Response x

Status y

Headers*****

2.

This might work ok, however it was noted that sight distance at
this location is relatively poor when buses are parked (image
below-left).

Page 3 of 7

It is actually the other way around
– the area in red is where the work
zone will be and the area in
remaining yellow (not the overlap
between red and yellow) will be
where pedestrians can cross

Closed

Martin Place Demolition Stage 2

RSA-07181

Martin Place Demolition Stage 2
Audit Point

Comment / Suggestion

(as per RSA 7151) It is understood that it is proposed to install
approximately four water-filled barriers on the east side of
Elizabeth Street and a few in front of the ~7m work zone on the
south side.

The use of these barriers is
considered
to
be
counterproductive and it is
suggested that they be omitted.

T

John Holland CPB Ghella
Contact:
Response x

Status y

Headers*****

3.

Drawing amended

Closed

It is expected that this will achieve northing and that
pedestrians will simply walk around them with less space to
maneuver and spread out.

Page 4 of 7

Martin Place Demolition Stage 2

RSA-07181

Martin Place Demolition Stage 2
Audit Point

T

Comment / Suggestion

John Holland CPB Ghella
Contact:
Response x

Status y

Headers*****

4.

1. Section 4.1 states “On the surface area, it is proposed to have
a laydown area in front of the stairwell which was previously
closed from Exit 6. This laydown area is 240m in area and will
be accessed from Castlereagh Street outside of pedestrian
peak times.”. It is assumed that this is fenced off from
pedestrians at all times, and that access is as per the route
below in red; with gates for access. On a separate but
related point:
2. The TCP shows a TC ‘stopping’ pedestrians. However, this is a
busy area with a very wide pedestrian passageway, so it’s
unclear how exactly a single TC can stop pedestrians.

Page 5 of 7

It may not be realistic that:
1. truck movements can be
‘outside of peak times’, and
that
2. one TC can physically control
movements at this location.
It is appreciated that 20 truck
movements per month is very
low. Nevertheless, it is suggested
that this risk / operation be
reviewed.

This is Section 5.1 – the
management of this laydown
area will ensure that vehicles only
use this area outside of peak
pedestrian times
3 TC are shown”
•
2 TC will be used to manage
pedestrians and
•
1 TC for vehicle movement

Closed

Martin Place Demolition Stage 2

RSA-07181

Martin Place Demolition Stage 2
Audit Point

T

Comment / Suggestion

John Holland CPB Ghella
Contact:
Response x

Status y

Headers*****

5.

The plan TCP-SMP-MAR-AL-0007 is unclear on the project intent
at this location. The drawing shows 2 traffic controllers stopping
lanes 1 and 2, but not lane 3.

Page 6 of 7

Clarify the intent of the setup.

Drawing amended

Closed

Martin Place Demolition Stage 2

RSA-07181

Explanatory Notes
Short Format: This ‘short format’ report has been used by RSA P/L since 2008, initiated through requests by clients to assist their processes, for ease with stakeholders, and for timeliness.
It is typically confined in use to construction traffic management and typically for discrete packages of plans / areas and often for large projects with repetitious small audit sections.
The use of this format assumes that the reader/s know what a road safety audit is and how to respond to it.
Projects: Audit points are often raised in projects in relation to: 1. specific themes (e.g. the use of a safety barrier type), or 2. the treatment of particular locations. Once key issues have
been initially raised, they will not necessarily be re-raised in future audits. This will depend on the issue, the RSA’s perception of the client’s assessment and understanding of the issue,
and other factors. Therefore, discrete audits as part of a project should be read and actioned by a project representative who is familiar with the audit history.
Responding: Although the client receiving the report does not have to agree to the audit findings/suggestions, the issues and associated risks should be carefully considered. A written
response should be made to all of the audit findings raised, then signed off by the responsible person from the project team.
X
Y

Response: The responder should fully or partially accept / reject the audit point and the comment / suggestion (i.e. not merely the suggestion)

Status: The status of the issue as it sits with the Project. i.e. ‘actioned’, ‘closed’, ‘pending information / further guidance’.

Language:
o Note: RSA P/L does not typically use the Austroads risk rating method, mostly because it can only be applied to some points and therefore can skew the perceived risk of other
points, and also due to it being a highly subjective approach, giving the false impression of objectivity.
o ‘Urgent’ / ‘High-Risk’: Needs immediate attention / changes as per RSA suggestion or similar.
o ‘Recommend’ / ‘Serious’ / ‘Important’: Must be robustly reviewed. Most likely requires a change to avoid a high-risk road environment for one or more user groups.
o ‘Should’ / ‘Suggest’ / ‘Significant’: Based on the view of the RSA team the suggestion should be done, but it concedes that there could be reasons why inaction or alternative
action is equally correct. Must be robustly reviewed by contractor and where relevant key traffic engineering project stakeholders.
o ‘Review’ / ‘Consider’: RSA is raising an observation but has no strong opinion on the outcome and need for changes. Project should review because it’s not an immediate and
high risk and may not be immediately obvious to RSA the reasons for the practice / setup / behaviour. May need monitoring.
o ‘Minor’: Typically a low road-safety consequence / compliance issues (to guidelines or plans) / administrative controls. Unlikely to increase risk of crash.
o ‘Note’: Little or no road safety significance. Typically added to give a complete picture of the design, site, context, analysis, auditors understanding.
Intent of Issues Listing Order: Audit points might be clustered according to location, theme, or time. When this is not done and the audit comprises an uncategorised list of points, the
key issues are often discussed first. However, there is no official ordering of points, and they should all be read on their merits and on the basis of the language guide above.
References: 1. Austroads Guide to Road Safety – Road Safety Audit – 2009, 2. AS 1742.3 – 2009, 3. RMS Traffic Control at Worksites.
Safe System: Austroads guidelines encourage practitioners to adopt safe system principles within design and within road safety audits. Safe system (roads) calls for a design to not
allow serious injury and fatalities to occur for the expected road users and the typical crash types expected for that design type. This design-objective is considered within this road
safety audit as a ‘good practice’ objective. However, a road safety audit by definition does not have the aim of checking ‘Safe System conformance’.
Process and Quality: RSA P/L’s quality assurance process is based on its senior auditors having a rich experience base, but also utilises customised checklists designed for niche areas
in traffic engineering/road design (e.g. safety barriers, pavement shaping, CBD traffic management), in conjunction with a four-layer audit process: 1. on-site inspection; 2. media
and data capture and review; 3. specialist / second auditor input; and (where warranted) 4. secondary blinded reviews.
Audit Coverage: The audit has attempted to balance the safety needs of all road users. As per Austroads guidelines, the suggestions provided have attempted to be realistic/feasible
and commensurate with the actual risk posed. Suggestions are made are from a safety perspective only, and are made in the absence of full project knowledge and design
constraints. RSA P/L can provide a detailed risk assessment / issue evaluation report upon request. The audit raises potential safety risks noted / observed / anticipated by the audit
team, and in particular the higher-risk issues. However, a road safety audit is fundamentally a subjective qualitative process undertaken by people, highly influenced by the experience,
views and limitations of the individual team members. It is expected that the project team has competence to identify safety issues itself as the project progresses, and to ask the
audit team further questions where necessary.
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Review Comments
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Sydney Metro City & Southwest
Stakeholder Comment Tracker

Document:
Version:

CTMP ‐ Martin Place South Demolition Stg 2
G

Date of review: 9/07/2018
RESPONSE STATUS
O Open
C Closed

Item
No

Contract

Contractor

Doc Rev

Item Description,
Page, Para, Drg
ref

Stakeholder

1

TSE

JHCPBG JV

D

2.1

SCO

2

TSE

JHCPBG JV

D

2.2.

SCO

3

TSE

JHCPBG JV

D

4.1

SCO

4

TSE

JHCPBG JV

D

4.2.1

SCO

5

TSE

JHCPBG JV

D

5

SCO

6

TSE

JHCPBG JV

D

7

TSE

JHCPBG JV

D

5.1

TSE

JHCPBG JV

D

TfNSW comment

Contractor Response

This section fails to mention the enclosed
hoarding and resulting walkway reduction on the
Document amended
surface level of Martin Place alongside the old
Tiffany's building. Please update to include some
detail on this.

Date

Response
Status
(date)

TfNSW response (date)

Contractor Response

Noted that updates have been
made to this section. However it
references that hoarding relates
to the Stage 1 arrangement. Does
Document amended
this not relate to the demolition
of the old Tiffany's building?
Please advise and update if
appropriate.

Response Status
(date)

21-Jun-2018

O

Document amended

21-Jun-2018

C

C

Refer to Appendix 1

21-Jun-2018

C

C

Document amended

21-Jun-2018

O

Document amended

21-Jun-2018

C

C

SCO

A laydown area of 240m is quite considerable in
size. This impact needs to be discussed in detail in
Section 5.2.3. with drawings included in Appendix Document amended
1. Please confirm that this laydown area will be in
place until September.

21-Jun-2018

C

C

SCO

It needs to be made clear that the partial closure
relates to the subway walkway and not the
subway itself. Please update.

21-Jun-2018

C

C

SCO

When Stage 1 was implemented on 30/4/18, an
unapproved partial closure of the subway
walkway was in place and the escalators east of
the shopping circle were not operating. This was
The queues would have been back into the
observed to further exacerbate the queues / pinch
area of the subway where there is ample
point at the escalator.
queuing space.
If this were to occur again, it could be beneficial to
consider wayfinders positioned near Exit 5 and
west of Castlereagh St to encourage use of the
staircases.

21-Jun-2018

C

C

5.2
8

Requirement Ref
(COA or REMM)

Exit 2 is located between Phillip St and Macquarie
St, not Phillip St and Macquarie St as the text
currently reads. Please correct this.
Figure 6 should be updated to provide some
indication of the road crossing works.
Please advise the expected vehicle numbers
during night shift. Is there a breakdown on the
type of vehicles expected for the works (both day
and night)?
Timing indicates a start of May 2018, however this
has since past. Please update with revised
intended start date.

There will be only one side of the subway
open to pedestrians

Vehicle numbers have not been
advised in the updated text.
Please update to include.

Document amended as per RMS comments
received 26 June 2018 by all parties

C

C

9

TSE

JHCPBG JV

D

5.2.3

SCO

10

TSE

JHCPBG JV

D

SCO

11

TSE

JHCPBG JV

D

SCO

5.2.3.1

12

TSE

JHCPBG JV

D

13

TSE

JHCPBG JV

D

6.3

SCO

14

TSE

JHCPBG JV

D

6.4.2

SCO

15

TSE

JHCPBG JV

D

Appendix 1 General

SCO

16

TSE

JHCPBG JV

D

DRG-002280-0003
(B3 and B4)

SCO

17

18

19

TSE

TSE

TSE

JHCPBG JV

JHCPBG JV

JHCPBG JV

D

SCO

Appendix 2

D

Appendix 3

D

TCP-SMP-MAR-AL0004

SCO

20

TSE

JHCPBG JV

D

21-Jun-2018

O

21-Jun-2018

C

C

21-Jun-2018

C

C

The utility works have not been modelled as
these are short term works. The laydown
area will only be in place post utility works.

21-Jun-2018

C

C

Noted and agreed

21-Jun-2018

C

C

Document amended

21-Jun-2018

C

C

Drawing included

21-Jun-2018

C

C

Confirmed

21-Jun-2018

C

C

21-Jun-2018

C

C

Has any modelling/surveying been conducted post‐
Stage 1 implementation? This information would This seems to be the same question as Item
17 - refer to that response
be benefical and would provide an accurate
reflection of the current conditions.
Please update Figure 9 to include the number of No - that information is contained in
Appendix 2
pedestrians if possible.
On page 15, paragraph 3, it states "Pedestrian
crossings across Elizabeth Street and Castlereagh
Street have not been impeded or caused undue
congestion".
Section 4 of this CTMP details utility works which
will impede / reduce the width of the crossings.
Does the modelling change with respect to these
works, and also through establishment of the
layover area?
All works described in this CTMP should also be
presented / discussed at the emergency services
meeting facilitated by SCO.
This CTMP was submitted to representatives of
the SCO, RMS amd TfNSW on 25/5/18. Table 2
needs to be updated to reflect this.
The drawings provided are very similar and appear
to be related to the utility works described in
Section 4. Drawings need to be provided showing
the laydown area near Exit 6, and also the partial
subway walkway closure. Please update to
include.
Please confirm that the intent is to have 4 work
areas that progressively move along Martin Place
adjacent to the roadway, and not all 4 work areas
implemented at once.
Has any modelling and/or surveys been conducted
post‐Stage 1 implementation? This information
would be benefical to include here and would
provide a more accurate reflection of the current
conditions and ensure the initial modelling
conducted for Stage 1 is correct. Please confirm if
the initial modelling undertaken for Stage 1
(which is what has been includedhere) has taken
into account the partial subway walkway closure.

There have been no new counts undertaken
however, on site observations since the
closures of Exit 7 and stairs from Exit 6
show no significant impact on current
pedestrian crossing areas.

C

The modelling undertaken and included in
Appendix 2 does take into account the
partial closure of the subway as noted int
the report

SCO

No TCPs have been provided for the staged utility
The TCP signage has been provided on the
work areas along the western side of Castlereagh
Appendix 1 drawings
St or Elizabeth St. Please update to include.

21-Jun-2018

CS

SCO

The TCPs indicate that traffic controllers will stop
bus lane traffic / lane 1, which creates an impact
TCP amended
to buses. This impact needs to be discussed in
Section 4.2.2.

21-Jun-2018

O

SCO

Pedestrians are dispersed in Martin Place and as
such cannot solely be controlled at the kerb line / Trucks will be walked through the site by
crossing. How will truck movements be managed TC. Pedestrians will be managed with TC
and pedestrian safety maintained?

21-Jun-2018

C

and
TCP-SMP-MAR-AL0007

Similar to Item #6, the impact of the laydown area
and partial subway walkway closure needs to be Refer to amended document as per Item 6
discussed.

Noted that the text has been
updated. However it appears that
the pedestrian impact resulting
Document amended
from the partial subway closure
has not been discussed. Please
update to include.

Please ensure pedestrian signs
point the appropriate direction as
the compounds progressively
move along Martin Place.
Noted that both TCPs have been
updated, however it appears that
stop/slow has still been
referenced in the table for TCP‐
SMP‐MAR‐AL‐0007. Please update
this.

There is no change to sign orientation
required

C

Document amended as per RMS comments
received 26 June 2018 by all parties

C

C

21

TSE

JHCPBG JV

D

SCO

Is there a snapshot of the EIS approved routes
which can be provided in this CTMP? Additionally
no haulage activities, vehicle types or table
detailing the number of vehicle movements have
been discussed in this CTMP. Please update to
include.

Demolition movements are covered within
the Tiffany Building Demolition CTMP as
rubble associated with the Martin Place
shopping circle demolition will be accessed
from the Tiffany Site. Regarding the utility
works this is mentioned in this CTMP

21-Jun-2018

O

SCO

Not all of the haulage route maps provided
include origin‐destination information. Please
update to include.

There is no requirement to provide
destination or origin - only to show the route
to and from the nearest state/ arterial/
motorway routes

21-Jun-2018

C

C

SCO

Two of the routes proposed do not align with
those in the EIS (DWG 0001 and 0003). Please
investigate and advise if a modification and/or
consistency report is required.

MCoA provide the approval pathway for
haulage routes

21-Jun-2018

C

C

SCO

The RSA features drawings which have not been
included in the CTMP. Please update to include.

Drawing included

21-Jun-2018

C

C

SCO

Timing of works details June 2018. This should be
updated as upon approval of this CTMP, works
Document amended as the proposed start
date has now been missed
would likely be unable to commence until July
2018.

28-Jun-2018

C

SCO

It appears that pedestrian movements may be
restricted on the north‐east and north‐west
corners of Castlereagh St and Martin Place. Please
ensure movements are maintained with sufficient
footpath width maintained for pedestrians.

28-Jun-2018

C

SCO

This TCP appears to indicate that a laydown area
would be required on Martin Place between
Castlereagh St and Pitt St. This has not been
Document amended
discussed previously in this CTMP. Please
investigate and update as appropriate ‐ additional
information will be required if TCP is accurate.

28-Jun-2018

C

SCO

Should works have an impact to bus operations
(e.g. bus lanes, stops and/or zones), consultation
will be required with STA and SCO Transport
Integration.

28-Jun-2018

C

SCO

NEW COMMENT:
In Section 4.1 the text reads "Where works will
impact on the north south access, specifically
along Elizabeth Street pedestrians will be
managed through the adjacent kerb side lane
closure".
However, the corresponding TCP for this shows
pedestrians passing through a work area. Should
the work area not be confined to the footpath as
per the Stage 2A drawing in Appendix 1? Please
advise how pedestrian safety will be maintained
and/or update the TCP accordingly.

Appendix 4
22

TSE

JHCPBG JV

D

23

TSE

JHCPBG JV

D

24

TSE

JHCPBG JV

D

25

26

27

28

29

TSE

TSE

TSE

TSE

TSE

JHCPBG JV

JHCPBG JV

JHCPBG JV

JHCPBG JV

JHCPBG JV

Appendix 5

D

4

D

TCP-SMP-CAS-SB120002
and
TCP-SMP-CAS-SB120003

D

D

G

TCP-SMP-MAR-AL0004

General

TCP‐SMP‐ELI‐NB‐
1307

Note added to drawings - please note that
these drawings were in the approved CTMP
for Sydney Utilities and have been
implemented previously with no adverse
impacts

Noted

Number of movements and type
of vehicles expected appear to be
missing for the Stage 2A Utility
works. Please provide some
information on this.

C

TCP amended

Martin Place South Demolition Stage 2

CTMP Review Comments Sheet
Project Title

Sydney Metro City & south west –Tunnels and station excavation contract

CTMP Title: Martin Place South Demolition Stage 2

Document Number:
SMCSWTSE

JCG

SMP

Reviewer: City of Sydney Tony Ly

Responder: S Lewis

Date:28 June 2018

Date:29 June 2018

Item

1

Section/ Page

Comments

4.2.1

“At night the vehicle numbers would be 5”

TM PLN

002280

F-

Response

Document amended

Vehicle size and type also needs to be specified
2

5.1

“The laydown area is 150 and will be accessed from Castlereagh Street
outside of pedestrian peak times”

Drawing provided

It needs to be proved with swept paths that vehicles will be able to enter
and exit the laydown area in a forward direction

It is also unclear how vehicles will access this laydown area as it is
stated in the comments that no changes to the kerb are proposed for this
access/ egress. It is illegal for vehicles to mount the kerb
3

Appendix 1
JCG-SMPTM-DRG0022790026

Printed copies are uncontrolled

See comment 2

As agreed on site – existing layback areas to be used –
bollards to be replaced with removeable bollards where
required to facilitate swept paths
Drawing amended

Page 1 of 2

Martin Place South Demolition Stage 2

Item

4

Section/ Page

Comments

Appendix 3
– Timing

The timing for the following TCP states “all”
•
•
•

Response

Document amended

TCP-SMP-MAR-AL-0004
TCP-SMP-MAR-AL-0007
TCP-SMP-MAR-AL-0008

Section 5.2.1 states that truck movements will typically occur at night.
Please clarify how many movements will not be occurring at night and
when during the day they will be occurring?
5

Appendix 3
– TCPSMPMAR-AL0007

Section 5, Stage 2B Site Operations Demolition when the laydown area
is in operation, states that access will be via Castlereagh Street. Please
clarify what stages this TCP is for and where are the vehicles going?

Document and drawings amended where required

6

Appendix 3
– TCPSMPMAR-AL0008

This laydown area has not been shown in the updated Appendix 1 and
the dimensions have not been provided. Please clarify what stage this is
for and whether this area will be fenced off?

Document and drawings amended where required

Printed copies are uncontrolled

It also needs to be proved with swept paths that vehicles will be able to
enter and exit the laydown area in a forward direction

Page 2 of 2

Sydney Metro City & Southwest
Stakeholder Comment Tracker

Document:
Version:

CTMP ‐ Martin Place South Demolition Stg 2
E

Date of review: 27/06/2018
RESPONSE STATUS
O Open
C Closed

Item
No

Contract

Contractor

Doc Rev

Item Description,
Page, Para, Drg
ref

Stakeholder

Requirement Ref
(COA or REMM)

TfNSW comment

Contractor Response

1

TSE

JHCPBG JV

D

2.1

SCO

This section fails to mention the enclosed
hoarding and resulting walkway reduction on the
Document amended
surface level of Martin Place alongside the old
Tiffany's building. Please update to include some
detail on this.

2

TSE

JHCPBG JV

D

2.2.

SCO

Exit 2 is located between Phillip St and
Macquarie St, not Phillip St and Macquarie St as
the text currently reads. Please correct this.

3

TSE

JHCPBG JV

D

4.1

SCO

4

TSE

JHCPBG JV

D

4.2.1

SCO

5

TSE

JHCPBG JV

D

5

SCO

6

TSE

JHCPBG JV

D

5.1

SCO

7

TSE

JHCPBG JV

D

SCO

Figure 6 should be updated to provide some
indication of the road crossing works.
Please advise the expected vehicle numbers
during night shift. Is there a breakdown on the
type of vehicles expected for the works (both day
and night)?
Timing indicates a start of May 2018, however
this has since past. Please update with revised
intended start date.
A laydown area of 240m is quite considerable in
size. This impact needs to be discussed in detail
in Section 5.2.3. with drawings included in
Appendix 1. Please confirm that this laydown
area will be in place until September.
It needs to be made clear that the partial closure
relates to the subway walkway and not the
subway itself. Please update.

Date

Response
Status
(date)

TfNSW response (date)

Contractor Response

Noted that updates have been
made to this section. However it
references that hoarding relates
to the Stage 1 arrangement. Does
Document amended
this not relate to the demolition
of the old Tiffany's building?
Please advise and update if
appropriate.

21-Jun-2018

O

Document amended

21-Jun-2018

C

NA

Refer to Appendix 1

21-Jun-2018

C

NA

Document amended

21-Jun-2018

O

Document amended

21-Jun-2018

C

NA

Document amended

21-Jun-2018

C

NA

There will be only one side of the subway
open to pedestrians

21-Jun-2018

C

NA

Vehicle numbers have not been
advised in the updated text.
Please update to include.

Document amended as per RMS
comments received 26 June 2018 by all
parties

SCO

When Stage 1 was implemented on 30/4/18, an
unapproved partial closure of the subway
walkway was in place and the escalators east of
the shopping circle were not operating. This was
The queues would have been back into the
observed to further exacerbate the queues /
area of the subway where there is ample
pinch point at the escalator.
queuing space.
If this were to occur again, it could be beneficial
to consider wayfinders positioned near Exit 5 and
west of Castlereagh St to encourage use of the
staircases.

SCO

Similar to Item #6, the impact of the laydown
area and partial subway walkway closure needs
to be discussed.

Refer to amended document as per Item 6

21-Jun-2018

O

Has any modelling/surveying been conducted
post‐Stage 1 implementation? This information
would be benefical and would provide an
accurate reflection of the current conditions.

This seems to be the same question as
Item 17 - refer to that response

21-Jun-2018

C

NA

No - that information is contained in
Appendix 2

21-Jun-2018

C

NA

The utility works have not been modelled
as these are short term works. The laydown
area will only be in place post utility works.

21-Jun-2018

C

NA

21-Jun-2018

C

NA

21-Jun-2018

C

NA

21-Jun-2018

C

NA

21-Jun-2018

C

NA

5.2
8

TSE

JHCPBG JV

D

9

TSE

JHCPBG JV

D

10

TSE

JHCPBG JV

D

SCO

11

TSE

JHCPBG JV

D

SCO

5.2.3

5.2.3.1

12

TSE

JHCPBG JV

D

13

TSE

JHCPBG JV

D

6.3

SCO

14

TSE

JHCPBG JV

D

6.4.2

SCO

15

TSE

JHCPBG JV

D

Appendix 1 General

SCO

16

TSE

JHCPBG JV

D

DRG-002280-0003
(B3 and B4)

SCO

SCO

Please update Figure 9 to include the number of
pedestrians if possible.
On page 15, paragraph 3, it states "Pedestrian
crossings across Elizabeth Street and Castlereagh
Street have not been impeded or caused undue
congestion".
Section 4 of this CTMP details utility works which
will impede / reduce the width of the crossings.
Does the modelling change with respect to these
works, and also through establishment of the
layover area?

All works described in this CTMP should also be
presented / discussed at the emergency services Noted and agreed
meeting facilitated by SCO.
This CTMP was submitted to representatives of
the SCO, RMS amd TfNSW on 25/5/18. Table 2 Document amended
needs to be updated to reflect this.
The drawings provided are very similar and
appear to be related to the utility works
described in Section 4. Drawings need to be
Drawing included
provided showing the laydown area near Exit 6,
and also the partial subway walkway closure.
Please update to include.
Please confirm that the intent is to have 4 work
areas that progressively move along Martin Place
Confirmed
adjacent to the roadway, and not all 4 work
areas implemented at once.

21-Jun-2018

C

NA

Noted that the text has been
updated. However it appears that
the pedestrian impact resulting
Document amended
from the partial subway closure
has not been discussed. Please
update to include.

17

18

19

TSE

TSE

TSE

JHCPBG JV

JHCPBG JV

JHCPBG JV

D

D

D

Appendix 2

Appendix 3

TCP-SMP-MAR-AL0004

SCO

Has any modelling and/or surveys been
conducted post‐Stage 1 implementation? This
information would be benefical to include here
and would provide a more accurate reflection of
the current conditions and ensure the initial
modelling conducted for Stage 1 is correct.
Please confirm if the initial modelling undertaken
for Stage 1 (which is what has been
includedhere) has taken into account the partial
subway walkway closure.

There have been no new counts
undertaken however, on site observations
since the closures of Exit 7 and stairs from
Exit 6 show no significant impact on current
pedestrian crossing areas.

21-Jun-2018

C

21-Jun-2018

CS

Please ensure pedestrian signs
point the appropriate direction as There is no change to sign orientation
required
the compounds progressively
move along Martin Place.
Noted that both TCPs have been
updated, however it appears that
Document amended as per RMS
stop/slow has still been
comments received 26 June 2018 by all
referenced in the table for TCP‐ parties
SMP‐MAR‐AL‐0007. Please
update this.

SCO

No TCPs have been provided for the staged utility
The TCP signage has been provided on the
work areas along the western side of Castlereagh
Appendix 1 drawings
St or Elizabeth St. Please update to include.

SCO

The TCPs indicate that traffic controllers will stop
bus lane traffic / lane 1, which creates an impact
TCP amended
to buses. This impact needs to be discussed in
Section 4.2.2.

21-Jun-2018

O

SCO

Pedestrians are dispersed in Martin Place and as
such cannot solely be controlled at the kerb line / Trucks will be walked through the site by
crossing. How will truck movements be managed TC. Pedestrians will be managed with TC
and pedestrian safety maintained?

21-Jun-2018

C

SCO

Is there a snapshot of the EIS approved routes
which can be provided in this CTMP? Additionally
no haulage activities, vehicle types or table
detailing the number of vehicle movements have
been discussed in this CTMP. Please update to
include.

Demolition movements are covered within
the Tiffany Building Demolition CTMP as
rubble associated with the Martin Place
shopping circle demolition will be accessed
from the Tiffany Site. Regarding the utility
works this is mentioned in this CTMP

21-Jun-2018

O

and

20

TSE

JHCPBG JV

D

TCP-SMP-MAR-AL0007

NA

The modelling undertaken and included in
Appendix 2 does take into account the
partial closure of the subway as noted int
the report

NA

Number of movements and type
of vehicles expected appear to be Document amended as per RMS
missing for the Stage 2A Utility comments received 26 June 2018 by all
parties
works. Please provide some
information on this.

21

TSE

JHCPBG JV

D

22

TSE

JHCPBG JV

D

SCO

Not all of the haulage route maps provided
include origin‐destination information. Please
update to include.

There is no requirement to provide
destination or origin - only to show the route
to and from the nearest state/ arterial/
motorway routes

21-Jun-2018

C

NA

23

TSE

JHCPBG JV

D

SCO

Two of the routes proposed do not align with
those in the EIS (DWG 0001 and 0003). Please
investigate and advise if a modification and/or
consistency report is required.

MCoA provide the approval pathway for
haulage routes

21-Jun-2018

C

NA

24

TSE

JHCPBG JV

D

SCO

The RSA features drawings which have not been
Drawing included
included in the CTMP. Please update to include.

21-Jun-2018

C

NA

Appendix 4

25

26

TSE

TSE

JHCPBG JV

JHCPBG JV

Appendix 5

D

4

D

TCP-SMP-CAS-SB120002
and
TCP-SMP-CAS-SB120003

SCO

SCO

NEW COMMENT:
Timing of works details June 2018. This should be
updated as upon approval of this CTMP, works
would likely be unable to commence until July
2018.
NEW COMMENT:
It appears that pedestrian movements may be
restricted on the north‐east and north‐west
corners of Castlereagh St and Martin Place.
Please ensure movements are maintained with
sufficient footpath width maintained for
pedestrians.

Document amended as the proposed start
date has now been missed

Note added to drawings - please note that
these drawings were in the approved
CTMP for Sydney Utilities and have been
implemented previously with no adverse
impacts

27

TSE

JHCPBG JV

D

TCP-SMP-MAR-AL0004

SCO

28

TSE

JHCPBG JV

D

General

SCO

NEW COMMENT:
This TCP appears to indicate that a laydown area
would be required on Martin Place between
Castlereagh St and Pitt St. This has not been
discussed previously in this CTMP. Please
investigate and update as appropriate ‐
additional information will be required if TCP is
accurate.
NEW COMMENT:
Should works have an impact to bus operations
(e.g. bus lanes, stops and/or zones), consultation
will be required with STA and SCO Transport
Integration.

Document amended

Noted

Sydney Metro City & Southwest
Stakeholder Comment Tracker

Document:
Version:
Date of review:

CTMP - Martin Pl Sth Demolition Stage 2
E
21/06/2018

RESPONSE STATUS
O Open
C Closed
CS Closed subject to additional action / information

Item No

1

2

Contract

TSE

TSE

Contractor

JHCPBG

JHCPBG

Doc Rev

D

D

Requirement Ref
(COA or REMM)

Stakeholder

RMS

RMS

Reviewer

CM

CM

Date

05-Jun-2018

05-Jun-2018

Item Description,
Page, Para, Drg ref

4.2.1

5.1

RMS comment

Contractor Response

Date

Response Status
(26-Jun-2018)

"The works will require work vehicles to access the plaza
area for the removal of rubble at night. Vehicle access will be
required from both Castlereagh and Elizabeth streets. Refer
New TCP provided
to Appendix 1 and Appendix 3 for details."

21-Jun-2018

Open

No TCP showing vehicle access to western side of
Castlereagh St where utility works will be undertaken.
"The existing Martin Place shopping circle area is required to
be demolished to allow for the future connection between
Martin Place train station and the Sydney Metro. This
demolition will be undertaken behind hoarding which will be
installed within the existing subway area reducing the current
Drawing included
dual passageways to a single passageway."

21-Jun-2018

Closed

RMS response (26-Jun-2018)

Contractor Response

New sentence in 4.2.1 - "At night the vehicle numbers would
be XX." The value of XX should be defined.
Document amended

NA

Plans/drawings showing how hoarding will be arranged for
shopping circle demolition have not been presented in this
CTMP.
"On the surface area, it is proposed to have a laydown area
in front of the stairwell which was previously closed from Exit
6. This laydown area is 240m in area and will be accessed
from Castlereagh Street outside of pedestrian peak times."

3

TSE

JHCPBG

D

RMS

CM

05-Jun-2018

5.1

4

TSE

JHCPBG

D

RMS

CM

05-Jun-2018

Table 2

5

TSE

JHCPBG

D

RMS

CM

05-Jun-2018

Table 2

6

TSE

JHCPBG

D

RMS

CM

05-Jun-2018

App 1

7

TSE

JHCPBG

D

RMS

CM

05-Jun-2018

App 1

8

TSE

JHCPBG

D

RMS

CM

05-Jun-2018

App 1

9

10

TSE

TSE

JHCPBG

JHCPBG

D

D

RMS

RMS

CM

CM

05-Jun-2018

05-Jun-2018

App 1

App 1

Drawing now has dimensions of laydown
Please confirm what is meant by "This laydown area is 240m area. Note that the laydown area is not m2
in area". If this is referring to 240m2, then this would not able
to fit on this block of Martin Place, as it would require the
equivalent of 60m x 40m.
TCG was held on Tuesday, 15 May 2018
Submission of CTMP to all stakeholders was Friday, 25 May
2018, as per TeamBinder.
Drawing descriptions of Martin Place Stage 2A and Stage 2B
are listed on the table, however there are no details in the
remainder of the CTMP to indicate what Stage 2A and Stage
2B involve.
Drawing number listed for the second drawing on the table
does not match the drawing number for second drawing. It
appears the second drawing is simply a revision of the first
drawing, based on the drawing number. Has the correct
drawing been included?
These drawings show the north arrow incorrectly. Martin
Place is east-west.
These drawings appear to show that arrangement 4 uses a
water filled barrier across the entire width of the footpath at
Elizabeth Street across the end of the hoarding. How will
pedestrian access around this zone of works be managed?

Dimensions shown in the Appendix 1, Stage 2B drawing
appear to indicate this area is 15m x 10m = 150m2. - It is
still not understood what is meant by "This laydown area is
240m..."
21-Jun-2018

Open

Document amended

21-Jun-2018

Closed

NA

Document amended

21-Jun-2018

Closed

NA

Document amended

21-Jun-2018

Closed

NA

No it hasn’t - now included

21-Jun-2018

Closed

NA

Drawing amended

21-Jun-2018

Closed

NA

Drawing amended

These drawings do not show the laydown area in front of the
Drawing amended
stairwell as indicated in Section 5.1

21-Jun-2018

Open

Document amended

Main drawing shows that the barriers are offset from the
kerb, presumably to allow for access from the hoarding area
along Elizabeth Street. Section B shows that the barriers are
right up to the existing kerb.

Drawing amended

Section B drawing should be updated. It should also reflect
how far back the offset is from the existing kerb. Sufficient
space in accordance with DDA compliance should be
provided.
21-Jun-2018

Closed

NA

These drawings show that the green line as 'subway
hoarding' however these are shown in cross section A on the
surface.
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TSE

JHCPBG

D

RMS

CM

05-Jun-2018

App 1
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TSE
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D

RMS

CM

05-Jun-2018

App 3

13

TSE

JHCPBG
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RMS

CM
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App 3

14

TSE

JHCPBG
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RMS

CM
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App 3

15

TSE

JHCPBG

D

RMS

CM

05-Jun-2018

App 4
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TSE

JHCPBG

D

RMS

CM

05-Jun-2018

App 5

Register No.

Register No.1
Register No.2
Register No.3

Issued to:

Date of Issue

XXX
XXX
XXX

If this is intended to be subway hoarding for shopping circle Drawing amended
demolition, then this does not reflect the information in
Section 5.1 which indicates hoarding "will be installed within
the existing subway area reducing the current dual
passageways to a single passageway."
"TCP-SMP-MAR-AL-0004" no North arrow shown on this
Drawing amended
diagram to give context to orientation.
"TCP-SMP-MAR-AL-0007" appears to show a laydown area
behind the Shopping Circle stairs area. There was no
Drawing amended
mention of a laydown area at this location
Measurements of green Work Zone areas on TCPs should
be shown to allow us to understand how much area is left for
Refer to Appendix 1 drawings for details
pedestrian access and thoroughfare through the area.
"DWG-002280-0004" - Please zoom in on this map to show
Drawing amended
the route on a larger scale for review.
First page of the RSA has a drawing which appears to show
the laydown area in front of the stairs, as mentioned in
Section 5.1 (comment item 3) with an inset of subway
Drawing now included
hoarding for shopping circle demolition as mentioned in
Section 5.1 (comment item 2). This drawing does not form
part of the CTMP submission, but appears to include some
critical information.

21-Jun-2018

Closed

21-Jun-2018

Closed

NA

NA
On the table, Traffic Control column still lists 'stop/slow'
operation for "TCP-SMP-MAR-AL-0007". As per the details
for TCP-SMP-MAR-AL-0004 and 0008 and in the actual
TCP, it is understood that this should only be 'slow'

21-Jun-2018

Open

21-Jun-2018

Closed

NA

21-Jun-2018

Closed

NA

21-Jun-2018

Closed

NA

Document amended

Sydney Metro City & Southwest
Stakeholder Comment Tracker

Item
No

Item Description, Page, Para, Drg ref

TfNSW comment

Contractor Response

The ordering of the document is unclear – it jumps from general project information to CTMP
specific information and back again. Suggest that all general project information be brought
together at the start of the document, followed by the specific information relating to the scope of
this CTMP. This can then be followed by supporting information.

1

Overall

For example:
• Section 2 added to Section 1.
• Section 3 could become Section 2
• Sections 1.2 and 1.3 could form a new Section 3.

Noted it is understood that this is
your preference but there is no
change to document

Also, the Pedestrian Modelling analysis is a bit lost in the middle of section 5, could it be extracted
into a separate section 6? This just brings better focus to it and makes the scope of section 5
clearer.
This section is unclear and in general the project phasing structure is confusing. Suggest using
numbers for both the overall phasing. The phasing within each phase causes confusion.
2

Section 1.3

3

Section 2

4

Section 3

5

Section 4 and Section 5 - overall

6

Section 4.2.2

7

Section 4.2.3

8

Section 5.1, 5.2 and 5.2.3

9

Section 5.2.1

Within the scope for this plan, there is a lot of text which is not broken down into clearly
understandable bullet points. A high level phasing of the project (A, B, C, D etc.) with each phase
broken into sub-phases (A1, A2, A3 etc.). The new Section 3 should describe both these sets of
phases. Then for this CTMP, the key scope areas should be listed as bullet points which refer to
the following sections where they are described in more detail
Figure 2 requires more detail to clearly explain what each site is, especially the shopping circle;
which is not shown on Figure 2
There is no context around the planning documents, it is more of a history lesson than support for
the CTMP's traffic management proposal. Consider reviewing.
The works listed within this section are short term (in comparison to the demolition itself) but it is
not clear how the works in this section work with, overlap or precede the demolition works. Some
clarity is required.
Will the set-up of the site, e.g. barrier delivery and rubble removal require lane closures? If so,
wont a lane closure affect the bus stop?
The drawings in Appendix 1 do not align with the text here. The drawings appear to prevent
pedestrian access and there is no mention of the transitioning of the works. Please review and
rectify. Further comments on Appendix 1 in Item 11 to 16.
Consider including a graphic to show each of the areas detailed in this section, including
dimensions and cross sections (where appropriate).
Over what time frames do the truck movements occur: day, night construction hours?

Noted it is understood that this is
your preference but there is no
change to document

Noted but no change to document
Noted but no change to document
Noted but no change to document
Lane closures will be required but
will not impact bus stops
Document amended
Refer to appendices
Document amended

10

Section 6.7

11

Will the stated engineers be on site? If not, who is the on-site contact? Are these contacts night or
day contacts?
This Appendix has two revisions of the same drawing, rather than 2 separate drawings. Please
rectify
Please include pedestrian directional signage and any other relevant signs on the drawing

12

13
Appendix 1
14

yes
Noted - new drawing included
Drawing amended

It appears Martin Pl is closed by the barriers. A drawing note states works will traverse across
Martin Pl. Numbered labels are shown at each set-up, but none of this clearly states how/if the
Note updated
worksite will move/transition. Suggest updating the note or adding the numbers to the legend (or
both)
There is a trench across Castlereagh St, but there is no mention of, or TCPs for, such work. Please
Document amended
update

15

At Elizabeth St, set-up labelled '4'. It is installed on the green hoarding and across the full width of
the footpath. Are pedestrians, heading north on this footpath, forced to cross Elizabeth St? If so,
where are the signs and can they reach the push button to call the pedestrian phase?

16

Will the lay down area be in operation during this work? If so, how will the worksite and the laydown
Document amended
operate together?

17

Traffic controller facing more than two lanes, while they may only stop one lane the confusion this
creates (for the lane/s they are not stopping) is dangerous. The exposure to traffic, for the traffic
controller, is also is greater.

Drawing amended

What is the length of the green hatch worksite? The length of the worksite determines the space
remaining in Martin Pl, the more space there is the further a work vehicle needs to travel, which
means: are more traffic controllers required to manage pedestrians?

Drawing amended

On the first page of the RSA, and then in several comments, is a drawing that's not in the CTMP.
There is no reference in the audit close out comments of this drawing being removed, where is the
drawing?

Drawing included

TCP-SMP-MAR-AL-0004
and
TCP-SMP-MAR-AL-0007
18

19

Appendix 5

Drawing amended

Martin Place South Stage 2 Demolition

CTMP Review Comments Sheet
Project Title

Sydney Metro City & south west –Tunnels and station excavation contract

CTMP Title: Martin Place South Demolition Stage 2

Document Number:
SMCSWTSE

JCG

SMP

Reviewer: City of Sydney Tony Ly

Responder: S Lewis

Date:8 June 2018

Date:15 June 2018

Item

1

Section/ Page

Comments

5.1

Please provide the dimensions of the 240m laydown area and clarify
whether it will be closed off to public access. Trucks are to only load and
unload inside of this area and nowhere else. Trucks are to be escorted
by a traffic controller at all times while on the footpath.
It is unclear how vehicles will access the laydown area from the road and
pedestrians will be managed during this. Note that vehicles will not be
permitted to reverse while on the footpath and must enter and exit the
site in a forward direction
Please also clarify whether changes to the kerb are proposed to allow
vehicles to access the footpath

2

5.2.1

“Vehicle access will be required from Castlereagh Street. Refer to
Appendix 1 and Appendix 3 for details”

TM PLN

002280

Response

Dimensions added to the drawing. The area will be closed
off to the public.
Trucks will be escorted into this area – note added to
drawings
No changes to the kerb are proposed for this access/
egress
Document amended

Please specify the size of vehicles that will be used
3

5.2.6

Printed copies are uncontrolled

In addition to the ANZAC day service, Vivid Live utilises Martin Place in
May and June and should be taken into consideration while planning the

D-

These works will be completed post Vivid

Page 1 of 2

Martin Place South Stage 2 Demolition

Item

Section/ Page

Comments

Response

works
4

Appendix 1

Please clarify what work will be occurring in Stage 2A and Stage 2B and
why additional water filled barriers are required for Stage 2A but not for
Stage 2B

Drawings amended

5

Appendix 3

Please see comment 1

Refer to response to Item 1

Printed copies are uncontrolled

Page 2 of 2

Sydney Metro City & Southwest
Stakeholder Comment Tracker

Document:
Version:
Date of review:

CTMP - Martin Pl Sth Demolition Stage 2
D
5/06/2018

RESPONSE STATUS
O Open
C Closed
CS Closed subject to additional action / information

Item No

1

2

Contract

TSE

TSE

Contractor

JHCPBG

JHCPBG

Doc Rev

D

D

Requirement Ref
(COA or REMM)

Stakeholder

RMS

RMS

Reviewer

CM

CM

Date

05-Jun-2018

05-Jun-2018

Item Description,
Page, Para, Drg ref

4.2.1

5.1

RMS comment

Contractor Response

"The works will require work vehicles to access the plaza area
for the removal of rubble at night. Vehicle access will be
required from both Castlereagh and Elizabeth streets. Refer to
New TCP provided
Appendix 1 and Appendix 3 for details."
No TCP showing vehicle access to western side of
Castlereagh St where utility works will be undertaken
"The existing Martin Place shopping circle area is required to
be demolished to allow for the future connection between
Martin Place train station and the Sydney Metro. This
demolition will be undertaken behind hoarding which will be
installed within the existing subway area reducing the current
dual passageways to a single passageway."

Drawing included

Plans/drawings showing how hoarding will be arranged for
shopping circle demolition have not been presented in this
CTMP.
"On the surface area, it is proposed to have a laydown area in
front of the stairwell which was previously closed from Exit 6.
This laydown area is 240m in area and will be accessed from
Castlereagh Street outside of pedestrian peak times."
3

TSE

JHCPBG

D

RMS

CM

05-Jun-2018

5.1

4

TSE

JHCPBG

D

RMS

CM

05-Jun-2018

Table 2

5

TSE

JHCPBG

D

RMS

CM

05-Jun-2018

Table 2

6

TSE

JHCPBG

D

RMS

CM

05-Jun-2018

App 1

7

TSE

JHCPBG

D

RMS

CM

05-Jun-2018

App 1

8

TSE

JHCPBG

D

RMS

CM

05-Jun-2018

App 1

Please confirm what is meant by "This laydown area is 240m
in area". If this is referring to 240m2, then this would not able
to fit on this block of Martin Place, as it would require the
equivalent of 60m x 40m.
TCG was held on Tuesday, 15 May 2018
Submission of CTMP to all stakeholders was Friday, 25 May
2018, as per TeamBinder.
Drawing descriptions of Martin Place Stage 2A and Stage 2B
are listed on the table, however there are no details in the
remainder of the CTMP to indicate what Stage 2A and Stage
2B involve.
Drawing number listed for the second drawing on the table
does not match the drawing number for second drawing. It
appears the second drawing is simply a revision of the first
drawing, based on the drawing number. Has the correct
drawing been included?
These drawings show the north arrow incorrectly. Martin Place
is east-west.

Drawing now has dimensions of laydown
area. Note that the laydown area is not m2

Document amended
Document amended

Document amended

No it hasn’t - now included

Drawing amended

9

TSE

JHCPBG

D

RMS

CM

05-Jun-2018

App 1

10

TSE

JHCPBG

D

RMS

CM

05-Jun-2018

App 1

11

TSE

JHCPBG

D

RMS

CM

05-Jun-2018

App 1

12

TSE

JHCPBG

D

RMS

CM

05-Jun-2018

App 3

13

TSE

JHCPBG

D

RMS

CM

05-Jun-2018

App 3

14

TSE

JHCPBG

D

RMS

CM

05-Jun-2018

App 3

15

TSE

JHCPBG

D

RMS

CM

05-Jun-2018

App 4

16

TSE

JHCPBG

D

RMS

CM

05-Jun-2018

App 5

These drawings appear to show that arrangement 4 uses a
water filled barrier across the entire width of the footpath at
Elizabeth Street across the end of the hoarding. How will
pedestrian access around this zone of works be managed?

Drawing amended

These drawings do not show the laydown area in front of the
Drawing amended
stairwell as indicated in Section 5.1
These drawings show that the green line as 'subway hoarding'
however these are shown in cross section A on the surface.
If this is intended to be subway hoarding for shopping circle
demolition, then this does not reflect the information in Section Drawing amended
5.1 which indicates hoarding "will be installed within the
existing subway area reducing the current dual passageways
to a single passageway."
"TCP-SMP-MAR-AL-0004" no North arrow shown on this
Drawing amended
diagram to give context to orientation.
"TCP-SMP-MAR-AL-0007" appears to show a laydown area
behind the Shopping Circle stairs area. There was no mention Drawing amended
of a laydown area at this location
Measurements of green Work Zone areas on TCPs should be
shown to allow us to understand how much area is left for
Refer to Appendix 1 drawings for details
pedestrian access and thoroughfare through the area.
"DWG-002280-0004" - Please zoom in on this map to show
Drawing amended
the route on a larger scale for review.
First page of the RSA has a drawing which appears to show
the laydown area in front of the stairs, as mentioned in Section
5.1 (comment item 3) with an inset of subway hoarding for
Drawing now included
shopping circle demolition as mentioned in Section 5.1
(comment item 2). This drawing does not form part of the
CTMP submission, but appears to include some critical
information

Sydney Metro City & Southwest
Stakeholder Comment Tracker

Document:
Version:
Date of
review:

CTMP ‐ Martin Place South Demolition Stg 2
D
8/06/2018

RESPONSE STATUS
O Open
C Closed

Item
No

Contract

Contractor

Doc Rev

Item Description,
Page, Para, Drg
ref

Stakeholder

1

TSE

JHCPBG JV

D

2.1

SCO

2

TSE

JHCPBG JV

D

2.2.

SCO

3

TSE

JHCPBG JV

D

4.1

SCO

4

TSE

JHCPBG JV

D

4.2.1

SCO

5

TSE

JHCPBG JV

D

5

SCO

6

TSE

JHCPBG JV

D

5.1

SCO

Requirement Ref
(COA or REMM)

TfNSW comment

Contractor Response

This section fails to mention the enclosed
hoarding and resulting walkway reduction on
the surface level of Martin Place alongside the Document amended
old Tiffany's building. Please update to include
some detail on this.
Exit 2 is located between Phillip St and
Macquarie St, not Phillip St and Macquarie St as
Document amended
the text currently reads. Please correct this.
Figure 6 should be updated to provide some
indication of the road crossing works.
Please advise the expected vehicle numbers
during night shift. Is there a breakdown on the
type of vehicles expected for the works (both
day and night)?
Timing indicates a start of May 2018, however
this has since past. Please update with revised
intended start date.
A laydown area of 240m is quite considerable in
size. This impact needs to be discussed in detail
in Section 5.2.3. with drawings included in
Appendix 1. Please confirm that this laydown
area will be in place until September.

Document amended

Document amended

Document amended

Document amended

7

TSE

JHCPBG JV

D

SCO

5.2
8

TSE

JHCPBG JV

D

9

TSE

JHCPBG JV

D

10

TSE

JHCPBG JV

D

SCO

11

TSE

JHCPBG JV

D

SCO

SCO

5.2.3

SCO

5.2.3.1

12

13

TSE

TSE

JHCPBG JV

JHCPBG JV

D

D

SCO

6.3

SCO

It needs to be made clear that the partial closure
relates to the subway walkway and not the
subway itself. Please update.
When Stage 1 was implemented on 30/4/18, an
unapproved partial closure of the subway
walkway was in place and the escalators east of
the shopping circle were not operating. This was
observed to further exacerbate the queues /
pinch point at the escalator.
If this were to occur again, it could be beneficial
to consider wayfinders positioned near Exit 5
and west of Castlereagh St to encourage use of
the staircases.
Similar to Item #6, the impact of the laydown
area and partial subway walkway closure needs
to be discussed.
Has any modelling/surveying been conducted
post‐Stage 1 implementation? This information
would be benefical and would provide an
accurate reflection of the current conditions.
Please update Figure 9 to include the number of
pedestrians if possible.
On page 15, paragraph 3, it states "Pedestrian
crossings across Elizabeth Street and Castlereagh
Street have not been impeded or caused undue
congestion".
Section 4 of this CTMP details utility works which
will impede / reduce the width of the crossings.
Does the modelling change with respect to these
works, and also through establishment of the
layover area?

There will be only one side of the subway
open to pedestrians

The queues would have been back into the
area of the subway where there is ample
queuing space.

Refer to amended document as per Item 6

This seems to be the same question as
Item 17 - refer to that response

That information is contained in Appendix 2

The utility works have not been modelled
as these are short term works. The
laydown area will only be in place post the
utility works

All works described in this CTMP should also be The MCoA are quite clear on the
presented / discussed at the emergency services consutlation required with the Emergency
Services. The forum held by SCO may be
meeting facilitated by SCO.
used

14

15

TSE

TSE

JHCPBG JV

JHCPBG JV

D

D

6.4.2

Appendix 1 General

SCO

This CTMP was submitted to representatives of
the SCO, RMS and TfNSW on 25/5/18. Table 2
needs to be updated to reflect this.

Document amended

SCO

The drawings provided are very similar and
appear to be related to the utility works
described in Section 4. Drawings need to be
provided showing the laydown area near Exit 6,
and also the partial subway walkway closure.
Please update to include.

Drawing included

16

17

18

19

TSE

TSE

TSE

TSE

JHCPBG JV

JHCPBG JV

JHCPBG JV

JHCPBG JV

D

D

D

D

DRG-002280-0003
(B3 and B4)

Appendix 2

Appendix 3

TCP-SMP-MAR-AL0004

SCO

SCO

SCO

SCO

and
20

TSE

JHCPBG JV

D

21
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JHCPBG JV

D

22

TSE

JHCPBG JV

D

TCP-SMP-MAR-AL0007

SCO

SCO

Appendix 4

23

TSE

JHCPBG JV

D

24

TSE

JHCPBG JV

D

SCO

SCO

Appendix 5

SCO

Please confirm that the intent is to have 4 work
areas that progressively move along Martin
Place adjacent to the roadway, and not all 4
work areas implemented at once.
Has any modelling and/or surveys been
conducted post‐Stage 1 implementation? This
information would be benefical to include here
and would provide a more accurate reflection of
the current conditions and ensure the initial
modelling conducted for Stage 1 is correct.
Please confirm if the initial modelling
undertaken for Stage 1 (which is what has been
included here) has taken into account the partial
subway walkway closure.
No TCPs have been provided for the staged
utility work areas along the western side of
Castlereagh St or Elizabeth St. Please update to
include.

Confirmed

There has been no new counts undertaken
however, on site observations since the
closures of Exit 7 and stairs from Exit 6
show no siginificant impact on current
pedestrian crossing areas.
The modelling undertaken and included in
Appendix 2 does take into account the
partial closure of the subway as noted int
the report

The TCP signage has been provided on
the Appendix 1 drawings

The TCPs indicate that traffic controllers will stop
bus lane traffic / lane 1, which creates an impact
TCP amended
to buses. This impact needs to be discussed in
Section 4.2.2.
Pedestrians are dispersed in Martin Place and as
such cannot solely be controlled at the kerb line
Trucks will be walked through the site by
/ crossing. How will truck movements be
TC. Pedestrians will be managed with TC
managed and pedestrian safety maintained?
Is there a snapshot of the EIS approved routes
which can be provided in this CTMP?
Additionally no haulage activities, vehicle types
or table detailing the number of vehicle
movements have been discussed in this CTMP.
Please update to include.
Not all of the haulage route maps provided
include origin‐destination information. Please
update to include.

Demolition movements are covered within
the Tiffany Building Demolition CTMP as
rubble associated with the Martin Place
shopping circle demolition will be accessed
from the Tiffany Site.
Regarding the utility works this is
mentioned in this CTMP
There is no requirement to provide
destination or origin - only to show the
route to and from the nearest state/
arterial/ motorway routes

Two of the routes proposed do not align with
those in the EIS (DWG 0001 and 0003). Please
investigate and advise if a modification and/or
consistency report is required.

MCoA provide the approval pathway for
haulage routes

The RSA features drawings which have not been
included in the CTMP. Please update to include. Drawing included

